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DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Biography & Autobiography /
Performing Arts

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 8, Grade (US)
from 1 - 3

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 3

9781465485687

5.88 x 7.69 in
64 pages
 DK Children

Star Wars Meet the Heroes R2-D2
By (author) DK
May 07, 2019 |  Hardcover $9.99 |

Previous ISBN

9780241387740 by , , ,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE FICTION / Science Fiction

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 4

9781465486417

5.88 x 7.69 in
64 pages
 DK Children

Star Wars Meet the Villains Darth Vader
By (author) DK
May 07, 2019 |  Hardcover $9.99 |

Previous ISBN

9780241392089 by , , ,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE FICTION / Media Tie-In

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 9, Grade (US)
from 2 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 5

9781465486424

7.19 x 9.19 in
224 pages
 DK Children

Disney Pixar Character Encyclopedia New Edition
By (author) DK
May 07, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

A fun-packed guide to your favorite toys, cars, heroes, fish, monsters, and
more.

Do you know your Mike from your Mater? Or your Evelyn from your EVE? Dive
into the wonderful world of DisneyPixar with this colorful, fact-filled guide to your
favourite Pixar characters. Find out more about the greatest and funniest heroes,
villains, sidekicks and oddballs from across all 21 movies - including the newest
characters from Toy Story 4.

Whether your favorite character is Woody, Dory, Lightning McQueen, Edna, Bing
Bong or Dante, the DisneyPixar Character Encyclopedia lets you relive their best
movie moments and latest adventures, discover special “did you know?” facts, and
much more. Now featuring more than 290 characters, this new edition has been
updated and expanded to include characters from Monsters University, Inside
Out, The Good Dinosaur, Finding Dory, Cars 3, Coco, The Incredibles 2 and Toy
Story 4.

Wondering what breed of dog lovable Dug is, or who first owned Mrs. Potato
Head? Or how far Elastigirl’s limbs stretch, or what Sadness does in her spare time?
The DisneyPixar Character Encyclopedia is the book for you!

Key Selling Points
DisneyPixar Character Encyclopedia is any Pixar fan’s go-to guide to the colourful
characters of the movies.

The book features up-to-date content from all the most recent movies, including
Monsters University, Inside Out, The Good Dinosaur, Finding Dory, Cars 3, Coco,
The Incredibles 2 and Toy Story 4.

Since 1923, The Walt Disney Company has led the way in the world of
entertainment, producing world-famous animation, live-action movies and
television, resorts, theme parks and merchandise.

Pixar is an Academy Award-winning computer animation studio whose technical,
creative and production capabilities are creating a new generation of animated
feature films, merchandise and other related products.

DisneyPixar movies have had phenomenal success at the box office, with a
combination global box-office gross of more than $13 billion (Source: The
Numbers®, October 2018).

Toy Story 4, the latest in the hugely popular franchise, will be released in US and
Previous ISBN

9780241392454 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9780756698850 Disney Pixar Character Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Oct
15, 2012, $18.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE FICTION / Activity Books

Audience range

Age (years) from 5 - 8, Grade (US)
from K - 3

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 6

9781465486431

8.5 x 11 in
16 pages
 DK Children

Ultimate Sticker Books

Disney Pixar Ultimate Sticker Book, New Edition
By (author) DK
May 07, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $8.99 |

Contains more than 100 stickers.

Take a trip into the magical world of Disney Pixar! The Disney Pixar Ultimate
Sticker Book contains more than 100 colorful stickers and fun facts about your
favorite Pixar characters and their exciting adventures. Read about Buzz
Lightyear, Sully, Elastigirl, Joy, Hector, and more, and meet exciting new characters
from Pixar’s latest movie, Toy Story 4. The Disney Pixar Ultimate Sticker Book is a
must-have for any young Disney Pixar fan.

Key Selling Points
Disney Pixar Ultimate Sticker Book is packed with more than 100 full-color
stickers featuring characters and stills from across Pixar’s animated movies.

The book features stickers from the most recent movies, including Monsters
University, Inside Out, The Good Dinosaur, Finding Dory, Cars 3, Coco, The
Incredibles 2, and Toy Story 4.

Since 1923, The Walt Disney Company has led the way in the world of
entertainment, producing world-famous animation, live-action movies and
television, resorts, theme parks, and merchandise.

Pixar is an Academy Award-winning computer animation studio whose technical,
creative, and production capabilities are creating a new generation of animated
feature films, merchandise, and other related products.

Disney Pixar movies have had phenomenal success at the box office, with a
combination global box-office gross of more than $13 billion (Source: The
Numbers®, October 2018).

Toy Story 4, the latest in the hugely popular franchise, will be released in US and
Previous ISBN

9780241392447 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9780756655143 Ultimate Sticker Book: Disney Pixar by DK, Paperback /
softback, Aug 17, 2009, $8.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Adventure & Adventurers

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 7

9781465478917

5.88 x 9 in
96 pages
 DK Children

Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 The Official Guide
By (author) DK
May 07, 2019 |  Hardcover $12.99 |

The official companion to Woody, Buzz and the toys’ next adventure.

The ultimate companion to Disney

Pixar’s highly anticipated fourth instalment in the Toy Story franchise, DK’s
Official Guide will cover all Toy Story 4’s memorable and popular characters, plus
key locations, themes and iconic moments from the movie. Directed by Josh Cooley
(Riley’s First Date?) and produced by Jonas Rivera (Inside Out, Up), Toy Story 4
opens in theatres on June 21, 2019.

© 2019 Disney/Pixar. All rights reserved.

Key Selling Points
Toy Story 4: The Official Guide is a captivating companion to the new computer-
animated movie, packed with thrilling stills and character art.

Toy Story 4 will be released in US and UK cinemas on June 21, 2019. It is a sequel
to the hugely popular Toy Story, Toy Story 2, and Toy Story 3, and follows other
successful Disney Pixar releases, such as The Incredibles 2, Coco, Inside Out, The
Good Dinosaur, Finding Dory, and Cars 3.

The first three Toy Story films have grossed more than $1.9 billion worldwide.

The book explores, from an in-world point of view, the characters, amazing
locations, themes, key scenes, and unique setting of Toy Story 4.

With lively, informative text and big, bold images, the book captures the colorful
world of Toy Story 4 and provides fun facts and character profiles.

Previous ISBN

9780241357569 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9780756663162 Toy Story 3: The Essential Guide by DK, Hardback, May 01,
2010, $14.99,

9780756645564 Toy Story: The Essential Guide by Glenn Dakin, Hardback, Dec
22, 2008, $16.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Toys,
Dolls & Puppets

Audience range

Age (years) from 5 - 7, Grade (US)
from K - 2

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 8

9781465478924

8.5 x 11 in
16 pages
 DK Children

Ultimate Sticker Books

Ultimate Sticker Book: Disney Pixar Toy Story 4
By (author) DK
May 07, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $8.99 |

A colorful sticker book with more than 100 stickers.

Woody and Buzz Lightyear are back! Disney

Pixar’s Toy Story 4 opens a new chapter in the lives of Woody, Buzz Lightyear and
the Toy Story gang. Including more than 100 colorful stickers, this fun book will
help children catch up with much-loved old friends, including Buzz, Woody, Jessie,
Slinky Dog, Bo Peep, Bullseye, Hamm, Rex, and Trixie. DK’s Ultimate Sticker Book
is packed with beautiful, bright stickers and lively, informative captions - a must-
have title for Disney

Pixar movie fans or fans of the hugely popular Toy Story franchise.

Learn all about the characters in the latest exciting movie, and discover key
locations, cool vehicles and iconic moments. Directed by Josh Cooley (Riley’s First
Date?) and produced by Jonas Rivera (Inside Out, Up) and Mark Nielsen (associate
producer Inside Out).

2019 Disney/Pixar. All rights reserved.

Key Selling Points
Toy Story 4: Ultimate Sticker Book is packed with more than 100 full-colour
stickers featuring characters and stills from the new animated movie.

Toy Story 4 will be released in US and UK cinemas on 21 June 2019. It is a sequel
to the hugely popular Toy Story, Toy Story 2 and Toy Story 3, and follows other
successful Disney

Pixar releases, such as The Incredibles 2, Coco, Inside Out, The Good Dinosaur,
Finding Dory and Cars 3.

The first three Toy Story films have grossed more than $1.9 billion worldwide.

Toy Story 4 world release dates (TBC, taken from IMDB in May 2018): Australia,
Brazil, New Zealand: 20 June 2019. France and Netherlands: 26 June 2019.
Sweden: 30 August 2019. Germany: 3 October 2019.

Vibrant captions provide fun facts and information on this exciting adventure
story.

Stickers are perfect for decorating children’s bags, pencil cases and other
Previous ISBN

9780241357477 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9780756663179 Ultimate Sticker Book: Disney Pixar: Toy Story 3 by DK
Publishing, Paperback / softback, May 01, 2010, $7.99,

9780756645496 Ultimate Sticker Book: Toy Story by DK Publishing, Paperback
/ softback, Dec 22, 2008, $7.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Toys,
Dolls & Puppets

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 9, Grade (US)
from 2 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 100

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 9

9781465483553

5.88 x 9 in
64 pages
 DK Children

DK Readers Level 3: LEGO Minifigure Mayhem
Discover LEGO facts, jokes, challenges, and more!
By (author) DK
May 21, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $5.99 |

Join the LEGO® minifigure party with a bunch of wacky and wonderful LEGO
characters!

Full of facts, jokes and activities, this book is perfect for young LEGO fans who are
beginning to develop a love of reading. Find out about some of the coolest and
silliest LEGO minifigure characters with simple, entertaining text and fun fact files.
Discover the Chef’s tastiest creations, laugh at the Clown’s funniest jokes, and be
inspired by creative LEGO play ideas and challenges.

LEGO Minifigure Mayhem is packed with colorful images that will encourage even
reluctant readers to read more about their favorite LEGO characters, and beyond.

©2019 The LEGO Group.

Key Selling Points
In 2017, the LEGO Group was named the most powerful brand in the world,
demonstrating the lasting appeal of the company.

Featured characters are chosen from recent releases of the LEGO minifigures
collectible range. These are individual minifigures sold in blind bags at a low-price
point in a variety of retailers including high-street bookstores and supermarkets.

Exciting subjects are presented in sections of carefully leveled, lively narratives.

Adheres to levelled reading scheme guidelines so the grammar, vocabulary, and
content are absolutely right for each stage.

Characters are chosen to ensure gender balance throughout book, ensuring a wide
appeal.

Informative and easy-to-read profiles of minifigures are interspersed with exciting
challenges and fun scenes.

Book aims to be as dyslexia-friendly as possible.

Previous ISBN

9780241370735 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465451897 DK Readers L2: LEGO City: Heroes to the Rescue by Esther
Ripley, Paperback / softback, Jun 14, 2016, $4.99,

9781465451910 DK Readers L4: LEGO NINJAGO: Team Ninja by Catherine
Saunders, Paperback / softback, Jun 14, 2016, $4.99,

9781465483560 DK Readers Level 3: LEGO Minifigure Mayhem by DK,
Hardback, May 21, 2019, $21.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Toys,
Dolls & Puppets

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 9, Grade (US)
from 2 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 30

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 10

9781465483560

5.88 x 9 in
64 pages
 DK Children

DK Readers Level 3: LEGO Minifigure Mayhem
Discover LEGO facts, jokes, challenges, and more!
By (author) DK
May 21, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

Join the LEGO® minifigure party with a bunch of wacky and wonderful LEGO
characters!

Full of facts, jokes and activities, this book is perfect for young LEGO fans who are
beginning to develop a love of reading. Find out about some of the coolest and
silliest LEGO minifigure characters with simple, entertaining text and fun fact files.
Discover the Chef’s tastiest creations, laugh at the Clown’s funniest jokes, and be
inspired by creative LEGO play ideas and challenges.

LEGO Minifigure Mayhem is packed with colorful images that will encourage even
reluctant readers to read more about their favorite LEGO characters, and beyond.

©2019 The LEGO Group.

Key Selling Points
In 2017, the LEGO Group was named the most powerful brand in the world,
demonstrating the lasting appeal of the company.

Featured characters are chosen from recent releases of the LEGO minifigures
collectible range. These are individual minifigures sold in blind bags at a low-price
point in a variety of retailers including high-street bookstores and supermarkets.

Exciting subjects are presented in sections of carefully leveled, lively narratives.

Adheres to levelled reading scheme guidelines so the grammar, vocabulary, and
content are absolutely right for each stage.

Characters are chosen to ensure gender balance throughout book, ensuring a wide
appeal.

Informative and easy-to-read profiles of minifigures are interspersed with exciting
challenges and fun scenes.

Book aims to be as dyslexia-friendly as possible.

Previous ISBN

9781465483553 DK Readers Level 3: LEGO Minifigure Mayhem by DK,
Paperback / softback, May 21, 2019, $5.99



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
Medieval

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Other formats

9781465421425

9781564584670

9781465408808 Hardback, $22.99
CAD

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 11

9781465484703

9.94 x 11.88 in
32 pages
 DK Children

Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections Castle
Illustrated by Stephen Biesty ,  By (author) Richard Platt
May 14, 2019 |  Hardcover $25.99 |

History comes alive in this incredible children’s illustrated book about castles.

Slicing through different areas of a medieval fortress, extraordinary views reveal
the people busy inside, preparing for battle as an enemy army approaches.

Packed with facts, you’ll find out what it takes to build a massive 14th-century
castle, dress a knight in armor, or prepare a feast fit for a king or queen. From the
drawbridge to the dungeon, Cross-Sections Castle swarms with the people who
keep the castle going—the workers, craftsmen, and servants. And, as you pore over
every page, look out for the villainous spy. Is he in the well…the keep…the moat?
No? Keep looking, he’s there somewhere!

Back in print after 20 years, you can now cheer on jousters, be entertained by a
troubadour, and witness the gory details of a traitor’s demise. This unique
illustrated book for kids is not just the story of a castle; it brings medieval history
to life.

Contributor Bio

Richard Platt has published more than 100 books, 32 of which were for DK. He
has written on almost every topic you can imagine, but is particularly interested in
the history of science and technology, and social history. He has become a bit of
an amateur expert on the subject of life at sea, smuggling, and piracy. Most of his
books are illustrated information books for children, but he has also written
stories for children and several for adults. Some have won prizes, including the
Smarties silver prize, and a Blue Peter award. Richard also writes TV scripts and
museum interpretation, and he has appeared on TV and radio.

Stephen Biesty is a world-renowned British illustrator. He made his name in the
1990s for his best-selling Incredible Cross-Section books published by Dorling
Kindersley, which have topped global sales of 3.5 million and have been printed in
16 languages. He has won several prestigious prizes, including the New York
Times Best Illustrated Book Award in 1993, and the UK Literary Association
Children's Book Award in 2004. Stephen has created illustrations for high-profile
architectural projects, such as the Millennium Dome in 1999 and the
redevelopment of the Royal Opera House in 2000. He has also worked on digital
media projects such as an animated film for an exhibition at Tower Bridge in
2009, and a website for the USS Constitution Museum in Boston in 2010 to
celebrate the bicentennial of this famous American warship.

Key Selling Points
Relaunch of Stephen Biesty’s best-selling cross-section book, which has sold more
than 495,000 copies, with series sales topping 3.5 million copies.

Translated into 16 languages.

More than a year of illustration time—2,700 hours, or 386 working days—went
into the making of this book.

Find the enemy spy on each spread! The challenge of finding the hidden character
encourages children to explore every corner of the castle.

Awards won during the lifetime of the series include The New York Times Best
Illustrated Book Award in 1993 and The UK Literary Association Children’s Book
Award 2004. In 2016, Julia Eccleshare of The Guardian chose Biesty’s Cross-
Section books as the best illustrated nonfiction books ever. In 2017, Institute of
Physical and Chemical Research, Japan, listed Incredible Cross-Sections in 100
best science books for children.

New font gives the 2019 edition a refreshed look.

Previous ISBN

9780241379790 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465408808 Stephen Biesty's Cross-sections Castle by Stephen Biesty,
Hardback, May 20, 2013, $22.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Technology / How Things Work-Are
Made

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 12

9781465483898

9.94 x 11.88 in
48 pages
 DK Children

Stephen Biesty's Incredible Cross-Sections
By (author) Stephen Biesty
May 14, 2019 |  Hardcover $25.99 |

This children’s book explores the innermost workings of some extraordinary
buildings and machines. From helicopters to submarines, skyscrapers to coal
mines, open up a fascinating world packed with unique and detailed cutaway
drawings.

Whether it’s a Spanish galleon or a medieval castle, each cross-section slice or
exploded view reveals what’s going on inside. See the people swarming inside the
Empire State Building, the workers busy backstage at the opera house, and where
the crew sleeps on a jumbo jet. Included also are two impressive foldouts showing
an ocean liner and a steam train.

There are lots of fun facts to be discovered, and curious details are highlighted and
explained. Did you know one of the funnels of the Queen Mary liner was fake, and
used for storing deckchairs? And in almost every scene there’s the challenge to find
a man on the toilet!

With more than a million copies sold, Stephen Biesty’s award-winning illustrated
book is as fascinating today as it was when first published in 1992. Incredible
Cross Sections is the ultimate way to see how things work.

Contributor Bio

Stephen Biesty is a world-renowned British illustrator. He made his name in the
1990s for his best-selling Incredible Cross-Section books published by Dorling
Kindersley, which have topped global sales of 3.5 million and have been printed in
16 languages. He has won several prestigious prizes, including the New York
Times Best Illustrated Book Award in 1993, and the UK Literary Association
Children’s Book Award in 2004. Stephen has created illustrations for 
high-profile architectural projects, such as the Millennium Dome in 1999 and the
redevelopment of the Royal Opera House in 2000. He has also worked on digital
media projects such as an animated film for an exhibition at Tower Bridge in
2009, and a website for the USS Constitution Museum in Boston in 2010 to
celebrate the bicentennial of this famous American warship.

Key Selling Points
The relaunch of Stephen Biesty’s best-selling cross-sections book, which has sold
more than 1 million copies.

Translated into 16 languages.

A total of 2,868 hours of illustration—410 working days—went into making this
book.

In almost every scene there’s a “Where’s Waldo?” challenge to find the man on the
toilet.

Includes two stunning gatefold spreads, each 3 ft (1m) long: an ocean liner and
steam train.

Awards won during the lifetime of the series include The New York Times Best
Illustrated Book Award in 1993 and The UK Literary Association Children’s Book
Award in 2004. In 2016, Julia Eccleshare of the Guardian chose Biesty’s Cross-
Section books the best illustrated nonfiction books ever. In 2017, the Institute of
Physical and Chemical Research, Japan, listed Incredible Cross-Sections in its 100
best science books for children.

Previous ISBN

9780789401991 by , , ,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Sports &
Recreation / Camping & Outdoor
Activities

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 12

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 13

9781465481375

8.5 x 10.88 in
128 pages
 DK Children

Survival!
By (author) DK
May 21, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $21.99 |

The essential guide for intrepid young explorers to the skills and techniques
you need for outdoor adventure.

Learn the basics—from picking the best tent for your expedition to knowing how to
pitch it—with clear, step-by-step illustrations. Find out why not to camp beneath a
tree, how to peg out your tent, and when to slacken the guy lines. Once you’re
safely under canvas, discover how to forage for food, light a fire with flints and
tinder, and cook up delicious grub.

Find out what to take on your expedition, how to plan your route, and what to
include in your essential survival kit. Then have fun learning camp craft and
wilderness survival skills. To help you find your way, this book shows you how to
use a map and compass, or the sun and stars as a guide. Discover the best way to
hike over diverse terrains, including forests, swamps, forests, deserts, and
mountains. Learn how to predict the weather by observing cloud formations and
wind direction.

So start packing your backpack for an outdoor adventure, and don’t forget your
copy of Survival!

Key Selling Points
The perfect guide to the outdoors for young adventurers.

Begins with basic skills and builds up to more advanced techniques.

All activities clearly explained and illustrated step-by-step.

Clear, fun, fresh design.

“What you need” box shows equipment needed for every activity.

Helpful tips throughout.

Previous ISBN

9780241339893 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465464750 Star Finder! by DK, Paperback / softback, Oct 10, 2017,
$21.99,

9780756690380 The Survival Handbook by Colin Towell, Paperback / softback,
Feb 20, 2012, $25.99,

9780756659981 Essential Survival Skills by Colin Towell, Paperback / softback,
Feb 21, 2011, $20.95,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Technology / Aeronautics,
Astronautics & Space Science

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 14

9781465481450

8.38 x 10.06 in
192 pages
 DK Children

The Space Race
The Journey to the Moon and Beyond
By (author) Sarah Cruddas ,  Foreword by Eileen Collins
May 07, 2019 |  Hardcover $28.99 |

The ultimate history of human space exploration celebrating the 50th
anniversary of the moon landing

Blast off with space expert Sarah Cruddas on a journey through human space
exploration history, from Apollo Moon landings to plans for living on Mars.

Is there life beyond Earth? What will the space jobs of the future look like? What
went wrong on Apollo 13? The Space Race answers all of the big questions that
kids have about space travel. Astrophysics expert Sarah Cruddas unearths hidden
stories behind famous space missions. Space-mad kids will delight in the detail,
photographs, and information on each page, and will love seeing diagrams of iconic
space suits and the car on the moon.

Readers will learn about life during the space age of the sixties, visit other worlds
alongside robot explorers, and shoot off to the Moon with Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin. Find out about the space race between American astronauts and
Russian cosmonauts, observe what life is like on the ISS, and discover new space
nations such as China and the UK.

Propelled by recent scientific discoveries and printed to coincide with the 50th
anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing, The Space Race is an essential
children’s handbook to understanding every aspect of the history, and future, of
human space travel.

Contributor Bio

Sarah Cruddas is a space journalist and broadcaster with a background in
astrophysics. She is frequently seen talking about space on channels such as
National Geographic and The Discovery Channel. Sarah specializes in space
exploration and has reported on the subject across the world. She is also the
author of DK findout! Solar System and Did You Know? Space.

Key Selling Points
Learn about the space race, from the first satellite to future plans.

Printed to coincide with the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon landing.

Author Sarah Cruddas, space journalist and broadcaster, is a space expert.

Split into three chapters, ordered chronologically: To the moon, after Apollo 11,
and the new Space Race.

Most spreads have narrative running text - making this more of a “read” than most
DK children’s books.

Cross-section diagrams show inside iconic spacecraft.

Spread design will reflect the different eras of space travel.

Previous ISBN

9780241343777 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465454720 Space Visual Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Nov 01, 2016,
$20.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
Dinosaurs & Prehistoric Creatures

Audience range

Age (years) from 3 - 5, Grade (US) to
K

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 30

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 15

9781465481481

8.5 x 11 in
96 pages
 DK Children

Sticker Encyclopedia Dinosaurs
By (author) DK
May 07, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $16.99 |

A children’s sticker book covering everything you need to know about all the
different dinosaurs, from Diplodocus to Tyrannosaurus Rex, with more than 600
dinosaur stickers for kids to enjoy!

Every page of this book is filled with dinosaur related activities, quizzes and
interesting dinosaur facts. Hunt for stickers, learn about all of the creatures that
roamed the Earth millions of years ago and create amazing prehistoric scenes. Take
a trip back in time with the Dinosaurs Sticker Encyclopedia, the perfect gift for
every budding paleontologist!

Key Selling Points
Each book has more than 600 full-color stickers, including giant stickers.

Educational content makes this book an invaluable resource, which children will
want to come back to.

Sticker book format encourages learning through play.

Fun sticker activities are simple enough for the child to do independently but
engaging enough to keep their interest, and they help to develop dexterity.

Updated version of the US 2009 edition (Sticker Encyclopedia: Dinosaurs,
previous US ISBN: 978-0-7566-5232-6)

Previous ISBN

9780241363256 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9780756652326 Sticker Encyclopedia: Dinosaurs by DK, Paperback / softback,
Aug 03, 2009, $16.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Toys,
Dolls & Puppets

Audience range

Age (years) from 7, Grade (US) from
2

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 12

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 16

9781465482617

8.5 x 10.88 in
80 pages
 DK Children

LEGO Amazing Vehicles
By (author) DK
Jun 04, 2019 |  Hardcover $25.99 |

Discover the world’s most incredible things that go with specially
commissioned LEGO® models.

Children will love learning about their favorite modes of transport, including
airplanes, trains, boats, cars, and even futuristic and fantasy vehicles. LEGO®
Amazing Vehicles is packed full of fascinating facts and images of more than 100
models of cool things that go. Best of all, it comes with 61 bricks to build four
exclusive LEGO mini-vehicles!

Colorful scenes showcase fan-built LEGO vehicle models accompanied by
fascinating facts, data, and record-breaking information about the machines. From
trains and tractors to aircraft, spacecraft, and automobiles, this book showcases
every kind of machine that moves-from past to present, and far into the future.
Timelines featuring micro-build models drive readers through the history of
transport.

The models are built with mostly standard bricks. Tips and photographic
breakdowns will inspire children aged 7-9 to build their own LEGO vehicles. A
combination of clear photos, authoritative text, fun facts, and classic LEGO humor
help children learn as they build and play.

©2019 The LEGO Group.

Key Selling Points
The LEGO Group is the largest toy manufacturer in the world, reaching up to 100
million children in 130 countries each year.

Encourages children to learn about vehicles and transport in a fresh, engaging way.

Comes with bricks to build four exclusive LEGO micro vehicle models.

Vehicle-themed books historically sell well. For example, Goodnight, Goodnight
Construction Site has sold more than 1 million copies total in 23 countries since
being published in 2011. It was a #1 New York Times Best Seller and spent more
than 233 weeks on the NYT Best Seller list.

Includes more than 100 model ideas from around the world and throughout
history.

Engaging, clear text informs readers how vehicles work and gives information on
record-breaking vehicles.

Features model ideas from the past and present, and models are non-country
specific/not branded.

Previous ISBN

9780241363508 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465470133 LEGO Animal Atlas by DK, Hardback, Jun 05, 2018, $25.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Toys,
Dolls & Puppets

Audience range

Age (years) from 7, Grade (US) from
2

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 12

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 17

9781465484765

8.5 x 10.88 in
80 pages
 DK Children

LEGO Amazing Vehicles (Library Edition)
By (author) DK
Jun 04, 2019 |  Hardcover $25.99 |

Discover the world’s most incredible things that go with specially
commissioned LEGO® models.

Children will love learning about their favorite modes of transport, including
airplanes, trains, boats, cars, and even futuristic and fantasy vehicles. LEGO®
Amazing Vehicles is packed full of fascinating facts and images of more than 100
models of cool things that go.

Colorful scenes showcase fan-built LEGO vehicle models accompanied by
fascinating facts, data, and record-breaking information about the machines. From
trains and tractors to aircraft, spacecraft, and automobiles, this book showcases
every kind of machine that moves-from past to present, and far into the future.
Timelines featuring micro-build models drive readers through the history of
transport.

The models are built with mostly standard bricks. Tips and photographic
breakdowns will inspire children aged 7-9 to build their own LEGO vehicles. A
combination of clear photos, authoritative text, fun facts, and classic LEGO humor
help children learn as they build and play.

©2019 The LEGO Group.

Previous ISBN

9781465482617 LEGO Amazing Vehicles by DK, Hardback, Jun 04, 2019,
$25.99

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Games &
Activities / Questions & Answers

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 10, Grade (US)
from 2 - 5

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1
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9781465478948

5.88 x 9 in
128 pages
 DK Children

Marvel Ultimate Quiz Book
Become a Marvel Expert!
By (author) DK
Jun 04, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $12.99 |

More than 500 fascinating facts about the Marvel comic book universe!

This trivia-packed book is full of facts and quizzes about all your favourite Marvel
Super Heroes and villains, including Spider-Man, Ant-Man, Wasp, Captain
America, Black Panther, Loki, Scarlet Witch, Iron Man, Guardians of the Galaxy
and the Avengers.

Are you a Marvel comics superfan? Find out and add to your knowledge of Marvel
heroes, Super Hero teams and villains with fact-packed spreads and brain-tingling
questions! Test your family and entertain your friends with hours of tricky trivia.
Learn everything there is to know about the Marvel universe, including characters,
vehicles, super-powers, and secret identities. Find out what country is ruled by
Black Panther. What is Ant-Man’s real name? What is Yondu’s super-power? Can
you name Doctor Strange’s secret base? Discover the answers to these questions -
and many, many more - in the Marvel Ultimate Quiz Book.

© 2018 MARVEL

Key Selling Points
Timed to publish just before Marvel Studios’ new Spider-Man movie, released July
2019, starring Tom Holland. 2019 alo sees the release of the fourth Marvel
Avengers movie (May 2019), starring Robert Downey Jr., Josh Brolin, Scarlett
Johansson, and Chris Hemsworth.

Worth more than $12.6 billion at the global box office, the Marvel Cinematic
Universe (MCU) is the most successful film series ever, and includes two of the
top-ten highest-grossing films of all time! With this staggering success, the Marvel
Comics Universe has been reinvigorated for a new generation of young fans,
hungry for new Marvel content.

2019 is the 80th anniversary of the Marvel brand.

This novelty quiz book is a lively, interactive title that features Marvel’s coolest
Super Heroes and foes, and includes over 1,000 Marvel universe questions and
answers.

Each spread contains a self-contained quiz, packed with mind-boggling questions,
action-packed images, and fascinating facts.

Previous ISBN

9780241357583 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465467577 LEGO DC Comics Super Heroes Ultimate Quiz Book by DK,
Paperback / softback, Jul 03, 2018, $12.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Careers

Audience range

Age (years) from 13 - 17, Grade (US)
from 8 - 12

Other formats

9781465440709

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 16

Reviews

“This is the prettiest, most well-
organized, useful and up to date guide
to careers that I have ever seen. It is a
wonder, and it is a treasure. I haven’t
said this about any book, in the last
twenty years.” — Dick Bolles, author,
What Color Is Your Parachute?

“It will be a useful book for our family
over the next few years as we begin the
college/career process…I hope this
book can give our kids some options
they may not have originally
considered.” — SincerelyStacie.com

“This gives readers a range of options.”
— Booklist

“Getting a kid pointed in the right
direction toward a career that is both
meaningful and fulfilling is invaluable.
Careers does a great job of laying out
those opportunities.” — GeekDad

“A useful additional purchase for a
career section in a public or school
library.” — VOYA Magazine

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 19

9781465429735

7.19 x 9.19 x 0.87 in
320 pages
 DK Children

Careers
The Graphic Guide to Finding the Perfect Job For You
By (author) DK
Mar 03, 2015 |  Paperback , Trade |  $25.99 |

“This is the prettiest, most well-organized, useful, and up-to-date guide to
careers that I have ever seen.”—Dick Bolles, author, What Color Is Your
Parachute?

It’s never too early for your teen or tween to start thinking about a career, and
Careers is the perfect way to do it. Inspiring and imaginative as well as practical,
Careers has charts and tables that help middle- and high-schoolers gauge interest
about possible careers—it’s like having a personal college and career advisor by
their side whenever they need it!

Covering more than 400 jobs in fields that range from STEM to sports, arts to
administration, finance to farming, Careers is organized in an easy-to-navigate,
clear structure that helps guide teen and tween readers. Check at-a-glance
summary panels for chosen careers to learn about salary, working hours, training,
and career paths. Cross-referenced job matrix tables offer another way to learn
about all the options. Tweens and teens with no idea of what kind of job to look for
can start with their favorite school subjects or hobbies and find relevant careers
from there. It may not be time for your teen or tween to prepare a resume and find
a job, but the advice in Careers can help inspire them to start thinking about the
future.

Fields included:

- Health and Medicine

- Sports, Leisure, and Tourism

- Arts, Crafts, and Design

- Performing Arts, Media, and Journalism

- Sales, Marketing, and Advertising

- Administration and Business Management

- Finance, Law, and Politics

- Information Technology and Computing

- Science and Research
Contributor Bio

Sarah Pawlewski (principal author) is a career advisor with more than 20 years of
experience. She runs her own consultancy and works with clients of all ages
across schools, colleges, and industry. Sarah holds degrees in psychology and
career guidance, and is a member of the Career Development Institute.

Ainsley Maloney (edition consultant) is the Associate Director of Industry
Relations at Jefferson in Philadelphia, PA, where she works with employeers to
coordinate on-campus interviews for students. A former career counselor, Ainsley
has advised undergraduate and graduate students on job and internship search
strategies; performed resume reviews, cover letter reviews, and career
assessments; and presented group educational workshops on a range of career-
related topics.

Previous ISBN

9780241006924 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465424488 Heads Up Philosophy by DK, Hardback, Oct 20, 2014, $16.99,

9781465416490 Do You Know Who You Are? by Megan Kaye, Paperback /
softback, Aug 04, 2014, $16.99,

9781465419934 Heads Up Psychology by Marcus Weeks, Hardback, Apr 21,
2014, $16.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Technology / Aeronautics,
Astronautics & Space Science

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 20

9781465481719

9.94 x 11.88 in
208 pages
 DK Children

Super Space Encyclopedia
By (author) DK
Jun 25, 2019 |  Hardcover $31.99 |

Explore our wonderful universe through stunning CGI illustrations and
amazing stats that bring to life the incredible marvels that populate space.

Perfect for curious kids, Super Space Encyclopedia showcases everything that is
enthralling and mesmerizing about space, and explains how the human race has
developed the technology needed to explore its depths. From astounding features
in the solar system to unimaginable wonders in the far reaches of the universe, this
book helps the reader explore the cosmos at a steady pace.

Stunning photographs and digestible blocks of text combine with DK’s classic
tradition of depicting information in a systematic way, immersing the readers in an
unparalleled journey through the universe. Unravel the mysteries of Jupiter’s
Great Red Spot, investigate the explosion that created the Crab Nebula, and dig
deeper into radio signals from spinning stars! Find out many more interesting
super facts about space with Super Space Encyclopedia.

Key Selling Points
Produced in association with the Smithsonian Institution.

Incredible, new photographs of objects in the solar system, captured by NASA
spacecraft.

Stunning, newly commissioned CGI images illustrate cosmic wonders clearly.

Publishing in time for the 50th anniversary of the moon landing, July 2019.

Informative, engaging, clear blocks of text.

Covers topics of recent interest, such as the 2017 total solar eclipse and the final
images from the Cassini mission.

Graphic panels display exciting data at a glance.

Updated facts and figures from the latest scientific research and discoveries.

Previous ISBN

9780241343449 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465461872 Super Earth Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Jul 04, 2017,
$31.99,

9781465446008 Super Bug Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Apr 19, 2016,
$30.99,

9781465424457 Super Human Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Sep 01, 2014,
$25.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
United States / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 8

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 21

9781465483669

8.5 x 10.88 in
320 pages
 DK Children

Visual Encyclopedia

American History: A Visual Encyclopedia
By (author) DK
Jun 25, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $25.99 |

Uncover the key moments that shaped American history in this extensive
history encyclopedia for children.

Get the background on the Battle of Yorktown and discover what started the
American Revolution. Learn the legends of the Wild West. Relive the atmosphere
of the “Roaring Twenties.” Covering everything from the cultures of the first
Native Americans right up to the events of today, American History: A Visual
Encyclopedia is the ultimate reference tool for exploring the history of one of the
most remarkable nations in the world.

Created in collaboration with the Smithsonian Institution, American History: A
Visual Encyclopedia gives detailed historical information and brings it to life with
more than 750 photographs and paintings, plus extensive maps, charts, and state-
specific information. Each double-page spread focuses on one aspect of the
nation’s history, be it the Civil War or civil rights, the Great Depression or the
Moon landing. Complete texts of the Declaration of Independence and the U.S.
Constitution are included in the book for easy reference for classroom work or
reports.

Perfect as both an irreplaceable homework help and a fascinating read, American
History: A Visual Encyclopedia showcases the incredible journey the United States
of America has made to become a major 21st century power.

Contributor Bio

US consultants for the new edition:

Peter N. Stearns, PhD, is Provost Emeritus and University Professor at the
George Mason University Department of History and Art History.

Philip Baselice, MA, is a Master Teacher in the Social Studies Department of
Nysmith School for the Gifted, Herndon, Virginia.

Key Selling Points
Comprehensive reference tool that covers U.S. History from the first Americans to
the present day.

Updated to cover the Trump presidency and other recent historical events.

Produced in collaboration with the Smithsonian Institution.

Thematic spreads are organized chronologically.

More than 750 images.

Cross-references link related events and topics.

Previous ISBN

9781465428431 Children's Encyclopedia of American History by DK, Hardback,
Dec 15, 2014, $38.99

Comparable Titles

9781465483676 American History: A Visual Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Jun
25, 2019, $38.99,

9781465428431 Children's Encyclopedia of American History by DK, Hardback,
Dec 15, 2014, $38.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
United States / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 8
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9781465483676

8.5 x 10.88 in
320 pages
 DK Children

American History: A Visual Encyclopedia
By (author) DK
Jun 25, 2019 |  Hardcover $38.99 |

Uncover the key moments that shaped American history in this extensive
history encyclopedia for children.

Get the background on the Battle of Yorktown and discover what started the
American Revolution. Learn the legends of the Wild West. Relive the atmosphere
of the “Roaring Twenties.” Covering everything from the cultures of the first
Native Americans right up to the events of the present day, American History: A
Visual Encyclopedia is the ultimate reference tool for exploring the history of one
of the most remarkable nations in the world.

Created in collaboration with the Smithsonian Institution, American History: A
Visual Encyclopedia gives detailed historical information and brings it to life with
more than 750 photographs and paintings, plus extensive maps, charts, and state-
specific information. Each double-page spread focuses on one aspect of the
nation’s history, be it the Civil War or civil rights, the Great Depression or the
Moon landing. Complete texts of the Declaration of Independence and the U.S.
Constitution are included in the book for easy reference for classroom work or
reports.

Perfect as both an irreplaceable homework help and a fascinating read, American
History: A Visual Encyclopedia showcases the incredible journey the United States
of America has made to become a major 21st century power.

Contributor Bio

US consultants for the new edition:

Peter N. Stearns, PhD, is Provost Emeritus and University Professor at the
George Mason University Department of History and Art History.

Philip Baselice, MA, is a Master Teacher in the Social Studies Department of
Nysmith School for the Gifted, Herndon, Virginia.

Key Selling Points
Comprehensive reference tool that covers U.S. History from the first Americans to
present day.

Updated to feature the Trump presidency and other recent historical events.

Produced in collaboration with the Smithsonian Institution.

Thematic spreads are organized chronologically.

More than 750 images.

Cross-references link related events and topics.

Previous ISBN

9781465483669 American History: A Visual Encyclopedia by DK, Paperback /
softback, Jun 25, 2019, $25.99

Comparable Titles

9781465428431 Children's Encyclopedia of American History by DK, Hardback,
Dec 15, 2014, $38.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science
& Nature / Experiments & Projects

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 9, Grade (US)
from 2 - 4

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 20
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9781465468437

8.5 x 10.88 in
96 pages
 DK Children

Science You Can Eat
Putting what we Eat Under the Microscope
By (author) Stefan Gates
Jun 11, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

Discover the incredible, edible science that happens every time you cook,
bake, or eat with this children’s book that is part-cookbook, part-science
reference.

This children’s book explores the science of food by asking the questions that
you’re hungry to know the answers to and providing you with the chance to test
them out through fun experiments.

Science You Can Eat will transform your kitchen into a lab through 20 fun food
experiments. Cooking is chemistry, and all of the fun science experiments inside
this book are edible! This exciting kid’s book tackles all those tasty science
questions you have about food, plus plenty more that you hadn’t thought of. Once
you understand science, you understand food - so find out why popcorn go “pop” as
you test it out for yourself; explore how taste is affected by smell; and discover the
secret to making a perfect cookie.

With a close look at everyday ingredients as well as a peek into the future of food,
Science You Can Eat helps you understand what’s happening with our food and
why. Each page is guaranteed to leave kids hungry for more.

Contributor Bio

Stefan Gates AKA “The Gastronaut” is an author, presenter, and self-professed
“Food Adventurer” with the mission to make food fascinating. The author of seven
books on food and science, including Incredible Edibles and Gastronaut, Stefan
has also produced and appeared in more than a dozen TV shows including Food
Factory, Gastronuts, Newsnight, and This Morning, as well as the documentary
Can Eating Insects Save the World?.

Key Selling Points
Combines facts about the science of food with 20 fun experiments and recipes that
encourage kids to have fun while they learn

Provides the answers to over 60 fun food-related questions that every child wants
to know

Introduces children to the science behind their favorite foods in a practical, child-
friendly way

Reveals the science behind the everyday - turning the ordinary into the
extraordinary

Promotes interactive learning and an understanding of scientific method through
fun food-based experiments

Contains facts, infographics, and diagrams about food, ingredients, and the future
of food technology

Blends quirky and fun questions with more information/fact based questions such
as “How is chocolate made?”, “Do carrots really help you see in the dark?” and “Why

Previous ISBN

9780241301838 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465429445 Are You What You Eat? by DK, Hardback, Apr 14, 2015,
$21.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science
& Nature / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1
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9781465484444

8.5 x 10.88 in
128 pages
 DK Children

Ask a Scientist
Professor Robert Winston Answers 100 Big Questions from Kids across the
World!
By (author) Robert Winston
Jun 11, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

Learn the answers to 100 real-life questions that kids ask about science.

This fun and friendly science book for kids poses 100 real-life questions from kids
to Robert Winston on every aspect of science. Questions cover all the popular
science topics, including physics: “Why is water wet?”; science of food: “Why does
chocolate taste so good?”; chemistry: “Why do chemicals explode when mixed
together?”; human body: “How do two eyes make one picture?”, and earth and
space: “Why will the sun explode and make us extinct?”

These are real questions from children from around the world, and their questions
are their very own. Science can be a tricky subject for kids. This book gets a fresh
new angle on it by looking at science from the child’s point of view. Packed with
weird and wacky questions and clear and lively answers - Ask a Scientist puts the
fun back into science. And who could be a better scientist to ask questions to than
Professor Robert Winston?

Key Selling Points
Robert Winston is a very popular scientist and media figure and he has sold more
than 1,500,000 DK titles worldwide. Robert has won the Royal Society Young
People’s Book prize twice. He has published more than 25 titles worldwide on all
aspects of science, and has presented numerous documentaries on TV

100 real-life questions from children from all around the world about every aspect
of science

Looks at science in a fresh, exciting way, by tackling it from the child’s perspective

Makes science less off-putting, more thought-provoking and fun!

Covers every aspect of science: including human body; space; physics; chemistry;
environment; geology

Looking at science from a child’s point of view, the book provides clear and
accessible information on a variety of science topics

Previous ISBN

9780241379240 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465461216 How to be a Scientist by Steve Mould, Hardback, May 09,
2017, $25.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
Birds

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 64
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9781465481511

7.19 x 9.25 in
64 pages
 DK Children

DK FIND OUT!

DK findout! Birds
By (author) DK
Jun 25, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $13.99 |

Meet incredible birds - from eagles, owls, and parrots, to hummingbirds,
penguins, and birds of paradise - in this children’s book full of photographs and
illustrations, fascinating facts, and engaging challenges.

Find out how birds from around the world fly, feed, sense the world, communicate,
build nests, protect their eggs, raise chicks, keep their feathers in top condition,
defend themselves, and travel in search of food and nesting sites.

The DK findout! series of kids books helps children become experts on their
favorite nonfiction subjects, from dinosaurs and ancient civilizations to space,
coding, and cutting-edge technology. Learn more about animals - and everything
else - at www.dkfindout.com, the award-winning free educational website.

Key Selling Points
Content is presented in dynamic, highly visual ways with comic strips, quizzes, and
cut-aways.

Information is presented in bite-sized chunks, and images are clearly captioned and
annotated in classic DK style.

Checked by specialist consultants and an educational expert to make sure the
information is trusted and age-appropriate.

Each spread covers a discrete topic, such as “Feathers” or “Birds of prey,” with a
clear visual approach.

A glossary helps to explain new or tricky terms.

Optional flaps at the beginning and end provide extra core reference and a quiz to
draw children into the content of the book. Also available as hardcover without
flaps

Titles can be bound up as the series grows to 128pp or 256pp.

Previous ISBN

9780241358474 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465481528 DK findout! Birds by DK, Hardback, Jun 25, 2019, $21.99,

9781465479297 DK findout! Big Cats by DK, Paperback / softback, Feb 19,
2019, $13.99,

9781465454263 DK findout! Animals by DK, Paperback / softback, Sep 06,
2016, $13.99,

9781465462084 DK findout! Bugs by Andrea Mills, Paperback / softback, Jul
04, 2017, $13.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
Birds

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Other formats

9781465481511 Paperback /
softback, Trade, , $13.99 CAD

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1
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9781465481528

8.5 x 10.88 in
64 pages
 DK Children

DK FIND OUT!

DK findout! Birds
By (author) DK
Jun 25, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

Meet incredible birds - from eagles, owls, and parrots, to hummingbirds,
penguins, and birds of paradise - in this children’s book full of photographs and
illustrations, fascinating facts, and engaging challenges.

Find out how birds from around the world fly, feed, sense the world, communicate,
build nests, protect their eggs, raise chicks, keep their feathers in top condition,
defend themselves, and travel in search of food and nesting sites.

The DK findout! series of kids books helps children become experts on their
favorite nonfiction subjects, from dinosaurs and ancient civilizations to space,
coding, and cutting-edge technology. Learn more about animals - and everything
else - at www.dkfindout.com, the award-winning free educational website.

Key Selling Points
Content is presented in dynamic, highly visual ways with comic strips, quizzes, and
cut-aways.

Information is presented in bite-sized chunks, and images are clearly captioned and
annotated in classic DK style.

Checked by specialist consultants and an educational expert to make sure the
information is trusted and age-appropriate.

Each spread covers a discrete topic, such as “Feathers” or “Birds of prey,” with a
clear visual approach.

A glossary helps to explain new or tricky terms.

Optional flaps at the beginning and end provide extra core reference and a quiz to
draw children into the content of the book. Also available as hardcover without
flaps

Titles can be bound up as the series grows to 128pp or 256pp.

Previous ISBN

9780241358481 by , , ,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
Medieval

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 27

9781465481535

7.19 x 9.25 in
64 pages
 DK Children

DK Find Out!

DK findout! Castles
By (author) DK
Jun 25, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $13.99 |

This children’s history book has everything you need to know about medieval
castles, including knights, jousting, sieges, drawbridges, and forts.

Learn about castle design, from the earliest motte and bailey styles to stone
fortresses and beautiful castles in Japan and India. See some of the most
impressive castles in the world, and stock up on amazing facts. Packed with
information, artifacts, and colorful pages, DK findout! Castles brings the medieval
world to life.

The DK findout! series introduces children to a range of exciting topics in a fun,
engaging way. Checked by specialist consultants and an educational expert this is
not only a source of information you can trust, but one that is age-appropriate and
supportive of schoolwork. Ranging from core topics, to more specialized subjects,
the DK findout! series will inspire and delight kids.

Contributor Bio

Philip Steele, author of DK findout! Vikings, writes exciting children’s books about
history, famous lives, social issues, current affairs, lands and peoples, and natural
history. He brings a cross-curricular approach that helps children learn all about a
topic in a more organic way, that promotes curiosity and a love of reading.

Key Selling Points
Stunning, detailed illustrations take you inside castle life, from peasants to kings
and queens.

Historical information is presented in bite-sized chunks, and the hundreds of crisp
photographic images are clearly captioned and annotated in classic DK style.

Checked by specialist consultants and an educational expert to make sure the
information is trustworthy and age-appropriate.

Each spread covers a topic, such as “Feasts” or “Siege warfare,” with a clear visual
approach.

A glossary helps to explain new or tricky terms.

Optional flaps at the beginning and end provide extra core reference and a quiz to
draw children into the content of the book.

Titles can be bound up as the series grows, to 128pp or 256pp.

Available as eBooks.
Previous ISBN

9780241358436 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465481542 DK findout! Castles by DK, Hardback, Jun 25, 2019, $21.99,

9781465469311 DK findout! Maya, Incas, and Aztecs by DK, Paperback /
softback, Jul 10, 2018, $13.99,

9781465457530 DK findout! Ancient Egypt by DK, Paperback / softback, Jan
10, 2017, $13.99,

9781465454270 DK findout! Ancient Rome by DK, Paperback / softback, Sep
06, 2016, $13.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
Medieval

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Other formats

9781465481535 Paperback /
softback, Trade, , $13.99 CAD

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 28

9781465481542

8.5 x 10.88 in
64 pages
 DK Children

DK Find Out!

DK findout! Castles
By (author) DK
Jun 25, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

This children’s history book has everything you need to know about medieval
castles, including knights, jousting, sieges, drawbridges, and forts.

Learn about castle design, from the earliest motte and bailey styles to stone
fortresses and beautiful castles in Japan and India. See some of the most
impressive castles in the world, and stock up on amazing facts. Packed with
information, artifacts, and colorful pages, DK findout! Castles brings the medieval
world to life.

The DK findout! series introduces children to a range of exciting topics in a fun,
engaging way. Checked by specialist consultants and an educational expert this is
not only a source of information you can trust, but one that is age-appropriate and
supportive of schoolwork. Ranging from core topics, to more specialized subjects,
the DK findout! series will inspire and delight kids.

Contributor Bio

Philip Steele, author of DK findout! Vikings, writes exciting children’s books about
history, famous lives, social issues, current affairs, lands and peoples, and natural
history. He brings a cross-curricular approach that helps children learn all about a
topic in a more organic way, that promotes curiosity and a love of reading.

Key Selling Points
Stunning, detailed illustrations take you inside castle life, from peasants to kings
and queens.

Historical information is presented in bite-sized chunks, and the hundreds of crisp
photographic images are clearly captioned and annotated in classic DK style.

Checked by specialist consultants and an educational expert to make sure the
information is trustworthy and age-appropriate.

Each spread covers a topic, such as “Feasts” or “Siege warfare,” with a clear visual
approach.

A glossary helps to explain new or tricky terms.

Optional flaps at the beginning and end provide extra core reference and a quiz to
draw children into the content of the book.

Titles can be bound up as the series grows, to 128pp or 256pp.

Available as eBooks.
Previous ISBN

9780241358498 by , , ,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Lifestyles
/ City & Town Life

Audience range

Age (years) from 0 - 3, Grade (US) to
P

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 29

9781465483270

9 x 9 in
28 pages
 DK Children

Tabbed Board Books: My First Busy Jobs Let's Go to Work
By (author) DK
Jun 04, 2019 |  Board book $16.99 |

This colorful and sturdy tabbed board book is the perfect way for inquisitive
babies and toddlers to explore jobs people do.

With lots of fun-filled pictures, things to name and talk about, as well as simple
questions and activities, this baby book about jobs people do is ideal for preschool
learning. Share it together and help your toddler develop their speaking, listening,
and observational skills as they learn to identify objects.

What do you want to be when you grow up? 13 picture tabs invite little ones to
explore the world of going to work, as they turn the pages by themselves and get
hands-on with their learning. Babies can go straight to relevant pages using the
easy-grip picture tabs, “perfect for little hands,” where they’ll find vibrant images
of everyday objects. Your toddler will love pointing to and naming the clear
photographs of objects, from a police officer with his walkie-talkie and police
helmet, to a zoo keeper with zoo animals, to a pilot, plane, passport, and tickets -
there is something for every child to enjoy. Lively questions such as “What should
we order in the restaurant?” and “Can you make a siren noise?” encourage
interaction and learning through play.

What are you waiting for? Let’s go to work!

Key Selling Points
There are not many children’s books on the market about different jobs, (especially
for young children) but talking about occupations is an interest of children

Little ones will love seeing pictures of other children dressed up as the different
jobs, including as a vet, a builder, and a police officer in this newest addition to
DK’s early learning library

Sturdy board pages with safe, rounded tabs to encourage dexterity and early
reading skills

Available in two sizes - the original format (9 x 9 in / 230 x 230 mm) and a slightly
reduced size (8 1/4 x 8 1/4 in / 210 x 210 mm)

Develops understanding of key concepts in a child friendly way

High-quality foil letters and the bright, colorful tabs on the jacket makes it stand
out

Previous ISBN

9780241370070 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465448835 Tabbed Board Books: My First Zoo by DK, Board book, Apr
19, 2016, $12.99,

9780756693497 Tabbed Board Books: My First Busy Home by DK Publishing,
Board book, Jun 18, 2012, $10.99,

9780756682200 Tabbed Board Books: My First Busy Day by DK Publishing,
Board book, Jun 20, 2011, $10.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Toys,
Dolls & Puppets

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 10

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 30

9781465483614

8.38 x 10.06 in
80 pages
 DK Children

LEGO Harry Potter Build Your Own Adventure
With LEGO Harry Potter Minifigure and Exclusive Model
By (author) DK
Jul 02, 2019 |  Mixed media product $31.99 |

Previous ISBN

9780241363737 by , , ,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy &
Magic

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 31

9781465487667

5.88 x 9 in
96 pages
 DK Children

LEGO Harry Potter The Magical Guide to the Wizarding
World
By (author) DK
Jul 02, 2019 |  Hardcover $9.99 |

Previous ISBN

9780241397350 by , , ,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Activity
Books

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 8, Grade (US)
from 1 - 3

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 30

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 32

9781465483867

8.5 x 11 in
72 pages
 DK Children

LEGO Harry Potter Ultimate Sticker Collection
More Than 1,000 Stickers
By (author) DK
Jul 02, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $16.99 |

Previous ISBN

9780241363751 by , , ,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Reference / Encyclopedias

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 33

9781465480514

9.94 x 11.88 in
304 pages
 DK Children

One Million Things
By (author) DK
Jul 16, 2019 |  Hardcover $31.99 |

This astounding book is a children’s encyclopedia with a difference.

Amazing facts about science, nature, history, and more are brought to life in a
unique photograph, as incredible images illustrate a diverse range of topics from
mollusks to magnets.

Going beyond the scope of most general-knowledge books, every spread in this
eye-popping book explores an encyclopedic subject as never before. Meet the
family in a photo album of our mammal relatives, or peek into a drawer full of
prosthetic eyes to discover the science of genetics. An ice sculpture reveals the
science behind states of matter. Architectural marvels are displayed on a house of
cards, and the story of space exploration is told through an astronaut’s stamp
collection.

The comprehensive contents cover space, art, technology, earth, people, nature,
history, science, and the human body in an accessible and highly informative way.
With something new to discover on every page, One Million Things, the visual
encyclopedia of everything, consistently entertains and informs, making it the
ultimate fun children’s reference book.

Key Selling Points
Revised edition of a hugely popular book (more than 400,000 copies sold).

Unique visual approach to topics that breaks the mold of children’s encyclopedias.

Covers all the core topics, from science and nature to space and history.

Content revised and updated for this new edition.

Stunning, specially commissioned photography.

Each spread presents information in a unique and thought-provoking way.

Offers fascinating facts and figures in bite-sized chunks, alongside essential key
information.

Previous ISBN

9780241364352 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9780756682590 One Million Things: Ancient History by DK Publishing,
Hardback, Jun 20, 2011, $20.99,

9780756638436 One Million Things by Peter Chrisp, Hardback, Jun 16, 2008,
$27.99,

9780756652340 One Million Things: Animal Life by Richard Walker, Hardback,
Jun 15, 2009, $20.99,

9780756652357 One Million Things: Planet Earth by John Woodward,
Hardback, Aug 17, 2009, $21.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Biography & Autobiography / Social
Activists

Audience range

Age (years) from 7, Grade (US) from
2

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 34

9781465484000

5.25 x 7.63 in
128 pages
 DK Children

DK LIFE STORIES

DK Life Stories: Nelson Mandela
By (author) Stephen Krensky ,  Illustrated by Charlotte Ager
Jul 02, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $7.99 |

In this kids biography, discover the inspiring story of Nelson Mandela, who
became the first black president of South Africa after spending 27 years in
prison.

In 1964, Nelson Mandela was sentenced to a lifetime in jail. His crime? Attempting
to overthrow a government that openly discriminated against its black citizens.
After spending 27 years behind bars, Mandela was released, allowing him to
continue his struggle for equality in South Africa—and to become the country’s
first black president. In this biography book for kids ages 8-11, learn all about
Mandela’s incredible life, his fight against apartheid, and how he helped bring
peace to his nation.

This new biography series from DK goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life
stories of history’s most interesting people. Full-color photographs and hand-
drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully written, age-appropriate text to
create an engaging book children will enjoy reading. Definition boxes, information
sidebars, maps, inspiring quotes, and other nonfiction text features add depth, and
a handy reference section at the back makes this the one biography series every
teacher and librarian will want to collect. Each book also includes an author’s
introduction letter, a glossary, and an index.

Contributor Bio

Author Stephen Krensky has written more than 100 fiction and nonfiction books
for children, including DK Life Stories: Nelson Mandela and DK Life Stories: Anne
Frank. He lives with his wife in Lexington, Massachusetts.

Literacy Consultant Stephanie Laird is an instructional coach at Mitchellville
Elementary in Mitchellville, Iowa, and is currently serving on the International
Literacy Association’s (ILA) Board of Directors through 2019. She was the 2014
recipient of the ILA Technology and Literacy Award. Stephanie is the President-
Elect of the Iowa Reading Association and was the 2017 Conference Chair of the
Iowa Reading Association’s annual conference. Along with being an ambassador
and advocate for education, literacy, and teacher leadership across her state,
Stephanie was a member of ILA’s Literacy, eLearning, Communication, and
Culture Committee and has contributed to the International Literacy Day
Activity Kit, Literacy Daily, and ReadWriteThink and is the author of the ILA E-
ssentials article “Sharing Student Writing With the World.”

Key Selling Points
Carefully designed features, such as definition boxes, quotes, maps, illustrations,
and more, complement the engaging narrative text. Authors are being carefully
chosen for each book to ensure voice and tone are exactly right.

DK’s original biography series remains beloved in the US. This new series takes
inspiration from the older one, but with new text, new images, and a fresh, modern
styling for today’s young readers.

The story is the driver here. Follow Nelson Mandela’s tale chapter by chapter as
the author unveils not just the facts, but also what he was thinking and feeling -
when appropriate, in his own words.

Full-page quotes and photo galleries scattered throughout the book keep the
momentum going, helping reluctant readers along as they navigate this chaptered
book.

Previous ISBN

9781465483997 DK Life Stories: Nelson Mandela by Stephen Krensky,
Hardback, Jul 02, 2019, $21.99

Comparable Titles

9781465479617 DK Life Stories: Alexander Hamilton by Jim Buckley,
Paperback / softback, Apr 09, 2019, $7.99,

9781465483997 DK Life Stories: Nelson Mandela by Stephen Krensky,
Hardback, Jul 02, 2019, $21.99,

9781465475435 DK Life Stories: Anne Frank by Stephen Krensky, Paperback /
softback, Jan 08, 2019, $7.99,

9781465475701 DK Life Stories: Albert Einstein by Wil Mara, Paperback /
softback, Jan 08, 2019, $7.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Biography & Autobiography / Social
Activists

Audience range

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Other formats

9781465484000 Paperback /
softback, Trade, , $7.99 CAD

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 35

9781465483997

5.25 x 7.63 in
128 pages
 DK Children

DK LIFE STORIES

DK Life Stories: Nelson Mandela
By (author) Stephen Krensky ,  Illustrated by Charlotte Ager
Jul 02, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

In this kids biography, discover the inspiring story of Nelson Mandela, who
became the first black president of South Africa after spending 27 years in
prison.

In 1964, Nelson Mandela was sentenced to a lifetime in jail. His crime? Attempting
to overthrow a government that openly discriminated against its black citizens.
After spending 27 years behind bars, Mandela was released, allowing him to
continue his struggle for equality in South Africa—and to become the country’s
first black president. In this biography book for kids ages 8-11, learn all about
Mandela’s incredible life, his fight against apartheid, and how he helped bring
peace to his nation.

This new biography series from DK goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life
stories of history’s most interesting people. Full-color photographs and hand-
drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully written, age-appropriate text to
create an engaging book children will enjoy reading. Definition boxes, information
sidebars, maps, inspiring quotes, and other nonfiction text features add depth, and
a handy reference section at the back makes this the one biography series every
teacher and librarian will want to collect. Each book also includes an author’s
introduction letter, a glossary, and an index.

Contributor Bio

Author Stephen Krensky has written more than 100 fiction and nonfiction books
for children, including DK Life Stories: Nelson Mandela and DK Life Stories: Anne
Frank. He lives with his wife in Lexington, Massachusetts.

Literacy Consultant Stephanie Laird is an instructional coach at Mitchellville
Elementary in Mitchellville, Iowa, and is currently serving on the International
Literacy Association’s (ILA) Board of Directors through 2019. She was the 2014
recipient of the ILA Technology and Literacy Award. Stephanie is the President-
Elect of the Iowa Reading Association and was the 2017 Conference Chair of the
Iowa Reading Association’s annual conference. Along with being an ambassador
and advocate for education, literacy, and teacher leadership across her state,
Stephanie was a member of ILA’s Literacy, eLearning, Communication, and
Culture Committee and has contributed to the International Literacy Day
Activity Kit, Literacy Daily, and ReadWriteThink and is the author of the ILA E-
ssentials article “Sharing Student Writing With the World.”

Key Selling Points
Carefully designed features, such as definition boxes, quotes, maps, illustrations,
and more, complement the engaging narrative text. Authors are being carefully
chosen for each book to ensure voice and tone are exactly right.

DK’s original biography series remains beloved in the US. This new series takes
inspiration from the older one, but with new text, new images, and a fresh, modern
styling for today’s young readers.

The story is the driver here. Follow Nelson Mandela’s tale chapter by chapter as
the author unveils not just the facts, but also what he was thinking and feeling -
when appropriate, in his own words.

Full-page quotes and photo galleries scattered throughout the book keep the
momentum going, helping reluctant readers along as they navigate this chaptered
book.

Previous ISBN

9780241377918 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465483997 DK Life Stories: Nelson Mandela by Stephen Krensky,
Hardback, Jul 02, 2019, $21.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Computers / Programming

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 9, Grade (US)
from 2 - 4

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 36

9781465478818

8.5 x 10.88 in
144 pages
 DK Children

How to Be a Coder
By (author) Kiki Prottsman
Jul 02, 2019 |  Hardcover $25.99 |

The third title in DK’s How to Be a Scientist and Engineer series! Children will
learn to think like a coder with engaging crafts and activities, then put their
new knowledge and skills into practice.

This kids coding book breaks down the principles of coding into bite-size chunks
that will get you thinking like a computer scientist. First understand the concepts,
then try them out on a computer.

Learn about loops by making a friendship bracelet, find out about algorithms by
following a recipe, and discover how functions work with paper fortune tellers.
Combining the popularity of coding with the maker movement, this book
includes all of the core computer programming topics, and explains them with the
help of craft projects and activities that children can make themselves. Children
can then try out each concept on a computer to put their new knowledge to the
test.

Perfect for kids aged 7-9, the various STEAM activities will help teach the crucial
skills of logical thinking that will give kids the foundation they need to start
programming on a computer.

Written by computer science expert Kiki Prottsman, How to be a Coder is
engaging, entertaining, educational, and so much fun!

Contributor Bio

Kiki Prottsman is an educator and vibrant YouTube personality. She wrote My
First Coding Book for DK. Curriculum Development Manager at Code.org and a
former computer science instructor at the University of Oregon, she is a Member
of Mensa, and a past Chair of Women in Computer Science. Kiki also writes for
the Huffington Post, and has graced the cover of Open For Business magazine. As
a champion for responsible computing and equality in both CS employment and
education, Kiki works with many organizations to improve the experience of girls
and women in STEM. Her landmark work with the hands-on Traveling Circuits
computer science curriculum helped Thinkersmith receive the 2013 Google RISE
Award for excellence in Science and Engineering. She currently sits on the
Advisory Board for Wonder Workshop Robotics, while also playing an advisory
role in many STEM grant projects.

Author Residence: Oregon, USA

Key Selling Points
Combines the popularity of coding with the maker movement.

Teaches the basics of coding and logical thinking while being undeniably fun.

Explains how to code simple programs in Scratch 3.0.

Step-by-step activities are clear and age-appropriate.

Each activity will link to a key element of coding.

Children can learn a key concept then build on it by jumping to the page on how to
code it.

Previous ISBN

9780241358566 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465461216 How to be a Scientist by Steve Mould, Hardback, May 09,
2017, $25.99,

9781465459732 My First Coding Book by Kiki Prottsman, Board book, Jul 04,
2017, $20.99,

9781465470270 How to Be an Engineer by Carol Vorderman, Hardback, May
01, 2018, $25.99,

9781465464729 Star Wars Coding Projects by Jon Woodcock, Paperback /
softback, Oct 03, 2017, $21.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science
& Nature / Experiments & Projects

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 40

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 37

9781465485717

7.19 x 9.25 in
64 pages
 DK Children

Super Slime
By (author) DK
Jul 02, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $12.99 |

Perfect for taking slime creation to the next level

The amazing slime recipes in this book are sometimes gross, sometimes sparkly,
sometimes edible, but ALWAYS loads of fun. More than 30 innovative recipes,
using inexpensive, accessible, and safe ingredients, will teach you everything you
need to know about how to make slime.

Create amazing Halloween and Christmas-themed slime, set off a slime avalanche,
and create slime from unexpected everyday ingredients such as banana and even
toothpaste! Every project is easy to follow, with clear step by step instructions and
photographs, and spectacular final images to show you how your slime should look.
Recipe variations provide an opportunity to put your own fun twist on the
activities, and science information boxes explain the STEM behind the slime.

Children will adore making and playing with these super slimes, and getting
involved in the trend which has taken the internet by storm. Warning - playing with
this squishy, gloopy, gooey substance is seriously addictive, no matter how old you
are!

Key Selling Points
Get creative with 30 inventive slime recipes - from draw-on slime, to colour
changing slime, to those that use surprising household ingredients such as
toothpaste, butter, and bananas!

All recipes use safe and easily-available ingredients—with many recipes able to be
customized

Each recipe has clear step-by-step text and images to make it simple and easy to
follow, plus explanations of the science behind the slime throughout

Follows the success of DK’s The Slime Book

Slime remains a hugely popular trend amongst children, with over 29m results for
slime videos on Youtube, and 20m posts with slime-related hashtags on Instagram
(Source: The Guardian, 2018)

Previous ISBN

9780241387429 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465473738 The Slime Book by DK, Paperback / softback, Dec 05, 2017,
$12.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
General

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 8, Grade (US)
from 1 - 3

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 38

9781465481566

7.5 x 8.94 in
80 pages
 DK Children

Animals Up Close
By (author) DK
Jul 02, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

Get closer to your favorite animals through amazing nature photography

See the world’s most fascinating animals closer and more vividly than you’ve ever
seen before, through stunning, larger-than-life photography in this reissue of a DK
classic series, Look Closer.

Young readers will be fascinated by stories such as the crab that carries its home
on its back, or the spider that changes color to blend into the background. They will
be absorbed by the incredible detail showcased in these amazing images, from the
fine structure of bird’s feathers to the neon green scales of a gecko. Fun, flowing
text delivers in-depth information about life in different habitats and how animals
have adapted to thrive in these places.

Innovative, contemporary design and DK’s characteristically reliable and
interesting information combine in Animals Up Close to make the perfect nature
book for children.

Key Selling Points
Perfect for curious kids aged 4+ who want to see more of their favorite animals -
up close!

Split into categories based on animal habitat, children will love looking at and
learning more about amazing animals, including: lizards, mice, crabs, birds, bats,
insects and more!

Huge, full-page images showcase nature at its very best and allow children to see
the natural world more close-up than ever before

Featuring an unrivalled level of photography and fresh contemporary look, no
other animal books for this age range come close to matching the in-depth and fun
look at animals as this

Previous ISBN

9780241327395 by , , ,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Concepts
/ Date & Time

Audience range

Age (years) from 5 - 9, Grade (US)
from K - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 15

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 39

9781465484451

8.5 x 10.88 in
20 pages
 DK Children

How to Tell Time
By (author) DK
Jul 09, 2019 |  Board book $18.99 |

A fun first guide to how to tell time, this bright and bold lift-the-flap activity
book features a clock with moveable hands!

Telling time is a key topic for early learners. This charming and colorful book helps
kids understand the basics of telling time. Fully interactive, the book features lift-
the-flap puzzles that help kids to relate telling the time to everyday life - posing
questions such as “It’s 8:15 - is it time for breakfast?,” “Does it take 2 minutes to
brush your teeth?.” How to Tell Time introduces kids to how we measure time using
seconds, minutes, hours, days, months, and years. It gets kids learning to tell and
write the time to the nearest five minutes. There is a flap attached to the front
jacket that opens to reveal an amazing clock with moveable hands. Quiz questions
that relate to the clock are found sprinkled throughout the book, encouraging kids
to move the hands on the clock face and tell the correct time. Telling time is often a
subject that children find hard to grapple with. This book is just what those
children need, as it tackles the subject in a fully interactive and playful way.

Key Selling Points
Covers the basic aspects of how to tell time, closely linked to school curriculum for
children aged 5-7 years

Highly visual, interactive, with flaps on every working spread

Features a colorful clock face with moveable hands

Tough, kid-proof board book format can be used time and again so that kids can
keep measuring and keep learning

Fun puzzles, comparisons, and quizzes help children get to grips with telling the
time

Previous ISBN

9780241379257 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465470300 How to Measure Everything by DK, Board book, Jul 31, 2018,
$18.99,

9781465451873 Turn to Learn Multiplication by DK, Hardback, Jun 21, 2016,
$18.99,

9781465436283 The Incredible Math Games Book by DK, Hardback, Jul 07,
2015, $18.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
Mammals

Audience range

Age (years) from 5 - 7, Grade (US)
from K - 2

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 100

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 40

9781465481429

5.88 x 9 in
48 pages
 DK Children

DK READERS LEVEL 2

DK Readers Level 2: Llamas
By (author) DK
Jul 16, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $4.99 |

Learn to read while getting to know lovely, long-necked llamas.

Get to know South America’s most famous cameloid with this DK learn-to-read
book. Kids will love learning why llamas spit, how they keep their footing in the
Peruvian mountains, and what separates them from their alpaca cousins.

Llamas is a new title in the exciting and engaging four-level DK Readers series.
Developing a lifelong love of reading, DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating
subjects to support children as they learn to read.

Packed with fun facts for kids, this innovative series of guided reading books
balance amazing photography with nonfiction narratives tailored to specific
reading levels. DK Readers are assessed by both Fountas & Pinnell and Lexile
levels, and are ideal for learning to read while building general knowledge. Llamas
covers a topic that will engage kids, encouraging reading for pleasure - linked with
improved reading and writing abilities, as well as a wider vocabulary and greater
self confidence.

Key Selling Points
Tapping into the popular llama trend

Non-fiction alternative to fictional reading programs

Builds knowledge of subject at the same time as improving literacy level

Introduces young children to factual books

Developed in consultation with leading literacy experts

Amazing photographs break up the text for young readers who are still building
their confidence

Labeled pictures and maps build a child’s experience of reading different non-
fiction genres

Fun quizzes support comprehension skills

Comparable Titles

9781465484284 DK Readers Level 2: Llamas by DK, Hardback, Jul 16, 2019,
$21.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
Mammals

Audience range

Age (years) from 5 - 7, Grade (US)
from K - 2

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 36

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 41

9781465484284

5.88 x 9 in
48 pages
 DK Children

DK Readers Level 2: Llamas
By (author) DK
Jul 16, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

Learn to read while getting to know lovely, long-necked llamas.

Get to know South America’s most famous cameloid with this DK learn-to-read
book. Kids will love learning why llamas spit, how they keep their footing in the
Peruvian mountains, and what separates them from their alpaca cousins.

Llamas is a new title in the exciting and engaging four-level DK Readers series.
Developing a lifelong love of reading, DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating
subjects to support children as they learn to read.

Packed with fun facts for kids, this innovative series of guided reading books
balance amazing photography with nonfiction narratives tailored to specific
reading levels. DK Readers are assessed by both Fountas & Pinnell and Lexile
levels, and are ideal for learning to read while building general knowledge. Llamas
covers a topic that will engage kids, encouraging reading for pleasure - linked with
improved reading and writing abilities, as well as a wider vocabulary and greater
self confidence.

Key Selling Points
Tapping into the popular llama trend

Non-fiction alternative to fictional reading programs

Builds knowledge of subject at the same time as improving literacy level

Introduces young children to factual books

Developed in consultation with leading literacy experts

Amazing photographs break up the text for young readers who are still building
their confidence

Labeled pictures and maps build a child’s experience of reading different non-
fiction genres

Previous ISBN

9781465481429 DK Readers Level 2: Llamas by DK, Paperback / softback, Jul
16, 2019, $4.99

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
Mammals

Audience range

Age (years) from 5 - 7, Grade (US)
from K - 2

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 100

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 42

9781465482235

5.88 x 9 in
48 pages
 DK Children

DK READERS LEVEL 2

DK Readers Level 2: Sloths
By (author) DK
Jul 16, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $4.99 |

Learn to read while discovering the laid-back, treetop world of sloths.

Trek deep into the South American rain forest in search of secretive sloths with
this DK learn to read book. Kids will love finding out about the strange-looking
animal that grows algae on its back and moves at less than a foot a minute.

Sloths is a new title in the levelled, confidence-building DK Readers series.
Developing a lifelong love of reading, DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating
subjects to support children as they learn to read.

Packed with fun facts for kids, this innovative series of guided reading books
balance amazing photography with nonfiction narratives tailored to specific
reading levels. DK Readers are assessed by both Fountas & Pinnell and Lexile
levels, and are ideal for learning to read while building general knowledge. Sloths
covers a topic that will fascinate kids, encouraging reading for pleasure - linked
with improved reading and writing abilities, as well as a wider vocabulary and
greater self confidence.

Key Selling Points
Tapping into the popular sloth trend

Non-fiction alternative to fictional reading schemes

Builds knowledge of subject at the same time as improving literacy level

Introduces young children to factual books

Developed in consultation with leading literacy experts

Amazing photographs break up the text for young readers who are still building
their confidence

Labelled pictures and maps build a child’s experience of reading different non-
fiction genres

Fun quizzes support comprehension skills

Comparable Titles

9781465484314 DK Readers Level 2: Sloths by DK, Hardback, Jul 16, 2019,
$21.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
Mammals

Audience range

Age (years) from 5 - 7, Grade (US)
from K - 2

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 36

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 43

9781465484314

5.88 x 9 in
48 pages
 DK Children

DK Readers Level 2: Sloths
By (author) DK
Jul 16, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

Learn to read while discovering the laid-back, treetop world of sloths.

Trek deep into the South American rain forest in search of secretive sloths with
this DK learn to read book. Kids will love finding out about the strange-looking
animal that grows algae on its back and moves at less than a foot a minute.

Sloths is a new title in the levelled, confidence-building DK Readers series.
Developing a lifelong love of reading, DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating
subjects to support children as they learn to read.

Packed with fun facts for kids, this innovative series of guided reading books
balance amazing photography with nonfiction narratives tailored to specific
reading levels. DK Readers are assessed by both Fountas & Pinnell and Lexile
levels, and are ideal for learning to read while building general knowledge. Sloths
covers a topic that will fascinate kids, encouraging reading for pleasure - linked
with improved reading and writing abilities, as well as a wider vocabulary and
greater self confidence.

Key Selling Points
Tapping into the popular sloth trend

Non-fiction alternative to fictional reading programs

Builds knowledge of subject at the same time as improving literacy level

Introduces young children to factual books

Developed in consultation with leading literacy experts

Amazing photographs break up the text for young readers who are still building
their confidence

Labeled pictures and maps build a child’s experience of reading different non-
fiction genres

Previous ISBN

9781465482235 DK Readers Level 2: Sloths by DK, Paperback / softback, Jul
16, 2019, $4.99

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales &
Folklore / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 3 - 5, Grade (US) to
K

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 15

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 44

9781465482792

11 x 9.25 in
30 pages
 DK Children

Jack and the Beanstalk
By (author) DK ,  Illustrated by Giuseppe Di Lernia
Jul 16, 2019 |  Board book $16.99 |

This traditional fairy tale remains a favorite with parents looking for a
children’s classics to read with their little one.

When Jack sells his cow for a handful of magic beans, he doesn’t expect a huge
beanstalk to grow outside his window! Join Jack as he goes on an exciting and
magical adventure up to the top the towering beanstalk and discovers a hungry
giant, a golden goose, and a magical harp.

The charming illustrations by Giuseppe Di Lernia in this picture book are sure to
capture the imaginations of little ones, and the large format of this book is ideal for
sharing with children aged 3 to 5 and reading together at bedtime. Children won’t
be able to stop themselves from joining in as the giant repeatedly shouts, “Fe-fi-fo-
fum. I smell the blood of an Englishman!”

Contributor Bio

Illustrator: Giuseppe Di Lernia is an Italian illustrator based in Milan, Italy. After
graduating from the University of Milan, Giuseppe worked with several
advertising agencies as a graphic designer, storyboard artist, and photo editor,
while continuing to pursue his passion for illustration. He is now working full-time
as an illustrator and has collaborated with a number of newspapers, illustrated
several coloring books, and more recently worked on Noah’s Ark, Jonah and the
Whale, The Three Little Pigs, and Pinocchio picture books for DK. Giuseppe is
thrilled to be working on the next two picture books for DK.

Key Selling Points
A classic fairy tale that is well-known and loved by many generations.

The large picture book format of this book makes it ideal for parents and children
to share and read together.

Beautiful illustrations by up-and-coming illustrator Giuseppe Di Lernia.

Fresh illustrations by illustrator Giuseppe Di Lernia, and simple text, make this
popular story suitable for a brand new generation of readers aged 3 to 5.

Previous ISBN

9780241370995 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465478481 The Three Little Pigs by DK, Board book, Feb 19, 2019,
$16.99,

9781465469991 Noah's Ark by DK, Board book, Feb 06, 2018, $16.99,

9781465470003 Jonah and the Whale by DK, Board book, Feb 06, 2018,
$16.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales &
Folklore / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 3 - 5, Grade (US) to
K

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 15

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 45

9781465482785

11 x 9.25 in
30 pages
 DK Children

The Ugly Duckling
By (author) DK ,  Illustrated by Giuseppe Di Lernia
Jul 16, 2019 |  Board book $16.99 |

This favorite fairy tale is perfect for parents looking for children’s classics to
read with their little one.

Teased by his siblings for his different looks, the brave cygnet journeys into the
world, looking for friendship and kindness.

Adapted from Hans Christian Andersen’s original story, this is the story of how one
little duckling overcomes obstacles and challenges, and with patience and
determination, finally finds the companionship for which he has been searching.

The charming illustrations by Giuseppe di Lernia in this picture book are sure to
capture the imaginations of little ones, and the large format of this book is ideal for
sharing with children aged 3 to 5 and reading together at bedtime.

Contributor Bio

Giuseppe Di Lernia is an Italian illustrator based in Milan. After graduating from
the University of Milan, Giuseppe worked with several advertising agencies as a
graphic designer, storyboard artist, and photo editor, while continuing to pursue
his passion for illustration. He is now working full-time as an illustrator and has
collaborated with a number of newspapers, illustrated several colouring books,
and more recently worked on Noah’s Ark, Jonah and the Whale, The Three Little
Pigs and Pinocchio picture books for DK. Giuseppe is thrilled to be working on the
next two picture books for DK.

Key Selling Points
A classic fairy tale that is well-known and loved by many generations.

The large picture book format of this book makes it ideal for parents and children
to share and read together.

Beautiful illustrations by up-and-coming illustrator Giuseppe Di Lernia.

Fresh illustrations by illustrator Giuseppe Di Lernia, and simple text, make this
popular story suitable for a brand new generation of readers aged 3 to 5.

Previous ISBN

9780241370988 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465478481 The Three Little Pigs by DK, Board book, Feb 19, 2019,
$16.99,

9781465469991 Noah's Ark by DK, Board book, Feb 06, 2018, $16.99,

9781465470003 Jonah and the Whale by DK, Board book, Feb 06, 2018,
$16.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
General

Audience range

Age (years) from 2 - 5, Grade (US) to
K

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 15

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 46

9781465481474

8 x 8 in
14 pages
 DK Children

Press and Play: Noisy Animals
By (author) DK
Jul 16, 2019 |  Board book $16.99 |

With six high-quality animal sounds to press and count, easy-to-grip tabbed
pages, and lots of cute animals to meet, this interactive counting book will
appeal to young children and encourage early learning skills.

Give your child a head start before they start school with this fun and educational
children’s book. Learning to count abstract things such as sounds is part of the
early years curriculum, and with this unique book children can count the animal
sounds as they press each button. Parents will love the other ways that this noisy
book supports preschool learning; the tabbed pages encourage little ones to turn
the pages all by themselves and joining in with the rhyme and copying the animal
noises helps children get ready for reading. The lively pictures, together with the
fun rhyme, will ensure that children will be eager to return to this animal book
again and again. Learning to count and name animals has never been so much fun!

Key Selling Points
This sound book is unique on the market as it combines animal fun with number
and counting skills. Children can count the amount of times an animal makes a
sound - a tricky skill (counting things that cannot be moved, like sounds)

This book has a special new interactive format with six sound buttons integrated
into the six different tabs

Covers a wide age range and ability level: very young children will enjoy listening
to the sweet rhyme, spotting the animals on each page, and pressing the button to
hear the sounds, whilst older children have the added challenge of counting the
number of sounds the animals make

Children will love naming the range of carefully selected animals. From farm
animals, to wild zoo animals, to pets, the variety ensures that this is the perfect first
noisy animal book

The rhyming words and focus on animal sounds helps children to listen closely to
the sounds that make up words, as well as building up a bank of vocabulary -
important skills that get young children ready for reading

Previous ISBN

9780241363249 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465431820 Noisy Animal Peekaboo! by DK, Board book, Apr 07, 2015,
$13.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Toys,
Dolls & Puppets

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 47

9781465478955

8.38 x 10.06 in
80 pages
 DK Children

LEGO Star Wars Build Your Own Adventure Galactic
Missions
By (author) DK
Aug 06, 2019 |  Mixed media product $31.99 |

Previous ISBN

9780241357590 by , , ,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Readers
/ Intermediate

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 9, Grade (US)
from 2 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 48

9781465484260

5.88 x 9 in
64 pages
 DK Children

DK Readers Level 3: LEGO NINJAGO: Epic Adventures
By (author) Julia March ,  By (author) DK
Aug 20, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $5.99 |

Read more about the villains and battles from across the history of Ninjago
City

Discover the most exciting adventures of Master Wu, Lloyd Garmadon, and the
rest of the LEGO NINJAGO heroes.

Meet the terrible villains that the heroes have defeated, from the slippery Snake
Tribes to the ghoulish Ghost Army. Find out about classic battles from the history
of Ninjago City.

This exciting chapter book for children learning to read is packed with images of
new LEGO NINJAGO sets and minifigures, helping young fans get hooked on
reading. Exciting images, simple vocabulary and a fun quiz will engage young
readers, helping them to build their confidence in reading.

©2018 The LEGO Group.

Key Selling Points
The theme had 72% YTD growth in 2018, versus 2017, following the success of
the 2017 LEGO® NINJAGO® MOVIE.

LEGO NINJAGO theme continues to be one of the LEGO Group’s best-selling
themes. It accounts for 25% of the LEGO Group’s licensed business and was
ranked no.10 in the boys’ toys category in 2016.

The LEGO NINJAGO TV show is now on ITV in the UK, reaching 98% of UK
households. The LEGO NINJAGO TV show is shown on Cartoon Network in the
US. There is a back catalogue of content on Netflix in both countries, introducing
new fans to the legacy of the show.

The TV show is to be revamped in 2019 with shorter episodes based on battles
that feature legacy sets.

A new NINJAGO ride opened at LEGOLAND® Park in 2017.

Series created in consultation with literacy experts. Adheres to levelled reading
scheme guidelines so the grammar, vocabulary, and content are absolutely right for
each stage.

Previous ISBN

9780241375976 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465429483 DK Readers L2: LEGO® NINJAGO: Ninja, Go! by DK,
Paperback / softback, Jun 02, 2015, $4.99,

9781465466587 DK Readers L1: LEGO NINJAGO: Ninja in Action by Beth
Davies, Paperback / softback, Jan 02, 2018, $5.99,

9781465484277 DK Readers Level 3: LEGO NINJAGO: Epic Adventures by
Julia March, Hardback, Aug 20, 2019, $21.99,

9781465451910 DK Readers L4: LEGO NINJAGO: Team Ninja by Catherine
Saunders, Paperback / softback, Jun 14, 2016, $4.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Readers
/ Intermediate

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 9, Grade (US)
from 2 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 30

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 49

9781465484277

5.88 x 9 in
64 pages
 DK Children

DK Readers Level 3: LEGO NINJAGO: Epic Adventures
By (author) Julia March ,  By (author) DK
Aug 20, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

Read more about the villains and battles from across the history of Ninjago
City

Discover the most exciting adventures of Master Wu, Lloyd Garmadon, and the
rest of the LEGO NINJAGO heroes.

Meet the terrible villains that the heroes have defeated, from the slippery Snake
Tribes to the ghoulish Ghost Army. Find out about classic battles from the history
of Ninjago City.

This exciting chapter book for children learning to read is packed with images of
new LEGO NINJAGO sets and minifigures, helping young fans get hooked on
reading. Exciting images, simple vocabulary and a fun quiz will engage young
readers, helping them to build their confidence in reading.

©2018 The LEGO Group.

Key Selling Points
The theme had 72% YTD growth in 2018, versus 2017, following the success of
the 2017 LEGO® NINJAGO® MOVIE.

LEGO NINJAGO theme continues to be one of the LEGO Group’s best-selling
themes. It accounts for 25% of the LEGO Group’s licensed business and was
ranked no.10 in the boys’ toys category in 2016.

The LEGO NINJAGO TV show is now on ITV in the UK, reaching 98% of UK
households. The LEGO NINJAGO TV show is shown on Cartoon Network in the
US. There is a back catalogue of content on Netflix in both countries, introducing
new fans to the legacy of the show.

The TV show is to be revamped in 2019 with shorter episodes based on battles
that feature legacy sets.

A new NINJAGO ride opened at LEGOLAND® Park in 2017.

Series created in consultation with literacy experts. Adheres to levelled reading
scheme guidelines so the grammar, vocabulary, and content are absolutely right for
each stage.

Previous ISBN

9781465484260 DK Readers Level 3: LEGO NINJAGO: Epic Adventures by
Julia March, Paperback / softback, Aug 20, 2019, $5.99

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Technology / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 10 - 14, Grade (US)
from 5 - 9

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 16

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 50

9781465481726

8.5 x 10.88 in
160 pages
 DK Children

Tech Lab
By (author) Jack Challoner
Aug 06, 2019 |  Hardcover $25.99 |

Brimming with more than 20 exciting, educational activities and projects that
focus on tech and electronics topics, this is the perfect inspirational guide for
young experimenters.

Build your own bristlebot, power a propeller motorboat, make a matchbox
microphone, and construct a crane by following step-by-step instructions and using
affordable equipment. Tech Lab will engage budding scientists as they experiment,
invent, trial, and test technology, electronics, and mechanics at home.

Simple steps with clear photographs take readers through the stages of each low-
cost project, with fact-filled sidebars to explain the science behind each one and
fascinate them with real-world examples.

With an increasing focus across school curricula on encouraging children to enjoy
and explore STEM subjects (science, technology, engineering, and math), Tech Lab
is the perfect companion for any inquisitive child with an interest in technology and
how it works.

Contributor Bio

Jack Challoner (author) has written more than 30 books on science and
technology, and also acts as a science consultant on books, magazines, and
television programs. His most recent books for DK are the award-winning Maker
Lab (2016) and Maker Lab Outdoors (2018).

Robert Winston (consultant): A renowned doctor, scientist, television
personality, and writer, Professor Robert Winston has contributed to numerous
DK books, including Maker Lab (2016) and the award-winning Utterly Amazing
Human Body (2015).

Key Selling Points
This title brings together the best tech projects using electricity, motors, buzzers,
and more.

UK edition to include a foreword written by Professor Robert Winston.

In association with the Smithsonian Institution in the US.

Produced in association with the Smithsonian Institution.

Written by Maker Lab author Jack Challoner.

Follows the success of Maker Lab (2016), which has sold nearly 150,000 copies in
the US alone.

Clear, step-by-step approach with simple explanations of the science behind each
project.

Newly commissioned photography for all projects in the book.

Projects are created using low-cost components that can be found easily in
Previous ISBN

9780241343517 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465475619 STEM Lab by Jack Challoner, Hardback, Jan 29, 2019, $25.99,

9781465468871 Maker Lab: Outdoors by Jack Challoner, Hardback, Mar 06,
2018, $25.99,

9781465451354 Maker Lab by Jack Challoner, Hardback, Jul 05, 2016, $25.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
General

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Other formats

9781465421210

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Available

Carton quantity: 8

Reviews

Learning Magazine 2015 Teachers'
Choice Awards for the Classroom.

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 51

9781465414182

8.88 x 11.13 x 0.94 in
320 pages
 DK Children

History Year by Year
The History of the World, from the Stone Age to the Digital Age
By (author) DK
Aug 19, 2013 |  Hardcover $31.99 |

Travel through the ages, year by year, in this visual history for children told on
a timeline that stretches from prehistoric times to the modern day.

In this updated volume, the historic timeline reaches to the present day,
documenting recent events, including the Syrian War and the continuing
exploration of space by the Juno and New Horizons probes. This unique book
connects the dots of history by putting historic events across the world on one
timeline, from prehistoric people, key civilizations (Ancient Egyptians, Ancient
Greeks, Romans, Aztecs, and Incas), world exploration, the Industrial Revolution,
the Civil War, the world wars, and walking on the Moon to the state of the world
today.

Every timeline page is packed with pictures of original artifacts and paintings, to
give a snapshot of a certain era. Special features explain major events, such as the
rise of the Roman Empire or the fall of Communism. “Child of the Time” explores
the lives of children in history, from the tough training of a young Spartan warrior
to the lives of young pioneers on a wagon train heading west across America in the
20th century. A “Moment in Time” shows one large dramatic image to freeze-frame
a particularly historic event, such as the first flight of the Wright Brothers.

DK’s History Year by Year shows the influences, patterns, and connections
between the events that have shaped our world and reveal the history of the world
as never before.

Contributor Bio

DK was founded in London in 1974 and is now the world’s leading illustrated
reference publisher and part of Penguin Random House, formed on July 1, 2013.
DK publishes highly visual, photographic nonfiction for adults and children. DK
produces content for consumers in over 87 countries and in 62 languages, with
offices in Delhi, London, Melbourne, Munich, New York, and Toronto. DK’s aim is
to inform, enrich, and entertain readers of all ages, and everything DK publishes,
whether print or digital, embodies the unique DK design approach. DK brings
unrivalled clarity to a wide range of topics with a unique combination of words
and pictures, put together to spectacular effect. We have a reputation for
innovation in design for both print and digital products.   Our adult range spans
travel, including the award-winning DK Eyewitness Travel Guides, history,
science, nature, sport, gardening, cookery, and parenting. DK’s extensive
children’s list showcases a fantastic store of information for children, toddlers,
and babies. DK covers everything from animals and the human body, to
homework help and craft activities, together with an impressive list of licensing
titles, including the bestselling LEGO® books. DK acts as the parent company for
Alpha Books, publisher of the Idiot’s Guides series and Prima Games, video
gaming publishers, as well as the award-winning travel publisher, Rough Guides.

Previous ISBN

9781409323686 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465414182 History Year by Year by DK, Hardback, Aug 19, 2013, $31.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
General

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 10

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 52

9781465481757

9.94 x 11.88 in
208 pages
 DK Children

Knowledge Encyclopedias

History!
By (author) DK
Aug 06, 2019 |  Hardcover $31.99 |

History as you’ve never seen it before.

Transform your view of history with this groundbreaking visual encyclopedia of
the events of the past. From the perilous chariot races of Ancient Rome and the
lives of ferocious Samurai warriors to the rise of modern robotics and the life-
changing effects of the internet, historical events are visualized in incredible detail,
providing a fascinating introduction to the world through time.

You’ll find yourself transported into the past through engaging explanations,
incredible illustrations, phenomenal photographs, and jaw-dropping 3D images.

This new book in the Knowledge Encyclopedia series inspires young readers with
its vivid depictions of history and its comprehensive and authoritative information
on a huge range of topics. Highly detailed CGI images bring subjects to life,
allowing readers to peer inside ancient buildings, marvel at elaborate outfits, and
be transported into the battles of history. Journey through history from our
earliest ancestors right up to the world we live in today.

Key Selling Points
Produced in association with the Smithsonian Institution.

Challenges traditional history books by showing unrivaled visual detail.

Expert text and detailed images offer accuracy beyond online sources of
information.

Complicated subjects are explained visually to aid understanding.

Packed with facts, charts, timelines, and illustrations that cover a vast range of
topics.

Visual approach uses illustrations, photographs, and extremely detailed 3D CGI
images.

Topic spreads introduce key people in each chapter.

Previous ISBN

9780241363379 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465462398 Human Body! by DK, Hardback, Aug 01, 2017, $31.99,

9781465453358 Animal! by DK, Hardback, Sep 06, 2016, $38.99,

9781465420473 Dinosaur! by DK, Hardback, Jul 21, 2014, $31.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
Dinosaurs & Prehistoric Creatures

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 10

Reviews

"…[A] wealth of material on this ever-
evolving subject." – Booklist

"This beloved classic brings a
prehistoric world back to life" —
Noodle.com

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 53

9781465481764

9.94 x 11.88 in
208 pages
 DK Children

Knowledge Encyclopedias

Dinosaur!
By (author) DK
Aug 06, 2019 |  Hardcover $31.99 |

Are you curious about fossils, dinosaurs, and prehistoric life? Then dig into this
stunning children’s encyclopedia.

This fully revised edition of Dinosaur! is loaded with fascinating facts. Did you
know that Velociraptor had three large “killer claws” on each foot to hunt down
prey? Or that the long-necked Diplodocus was as long as three school buses?
Would you believe that Carcharodon megalodon was an ocean monster with a
fearsome bite at least six times stronger than that of today’s great white shark?

This dinosaur book for kids reveals more than 60 prehistoric creatures, from the
age of the dinosaurs to the most recent Ice Age. From the flying Pterodactylus and
ferocious Tyrannosaurus to the gigantic snake Titanoboa and magnificent wooly
mammoth, this big book takes you up close and personal with these amazing
animals. And with more than 400,000 copies sold worldwide, you too can become
a dinosaur expert as you pore over pages packed with jaw-dropping 3D images.

If you’re crazy about dinosaurs and paleontology, Dinosaur! is the perfect book for
you.

Previous ISBN

9780241364369 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465420473 Dinosaur! by DK, Hardback, Jul 21, 2014, $31.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Architecture

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Other formats

9780681320208

9781564583215

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 54

9781465484710

9.94 x 11.88 in
32 pages
 DK Children

Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections Man-of-War
Illustrated by Stephen Biesty ,  By (author) Richard Platt
Aug 13, 2019 |  Hardcover $25.99 |

Look inside an 18th-century warship as it sails into battle on the high seas.

Packed with extraordinary illustrations, this history book for children covers
everything from warship design to navigation.

Biesty’s incredible drawings slice through a man-of-war to explore every corner,
from the crow’s nest to the stinking hold. Packed with fascinating facts and gory
details, the pages teem with sailors going about their duties. Find out how gun
crews fired a cannon, examine a surgeon’s toolkit, and learn the best way to
wriggle the maggots out of the ship’s biscuits. Look out, too, for the stowaway on
every page. He’s the one with spiky hair, and there’s a reward for his capture!

This absorbing book will have children—and adults—poring over every page.
Celebrating its 25th anniversary, Stephen Biesty’s Cross-Sections Man-of-War
remains as entertaining as ever.

Contributor Bio

Stephen Biesty is a world-renowned British illustrator. He made his name in the
1990s for his best-selling Incredible Cross-Section books published by Dorling
Kindersley, which have topped global sales of 3.5 million and have been printed in
16 languages. He has won several prestigious prizes, including the New York
Times Best Illustrated Book Award in 1993, and the UK Literary Association
Children’s Book Award in 2004. Stephen has created illustrations for 
high-profile architectural projects, such as the Millennium Dome in 1999 and the
redevelopment of the Royal Opera House in 2000. He has also worked on digital
media projects such as an animated film for an exhibition at Tower Bridge in
2009, and a website for the USS Constitution Museum in Boston in 2010 to
celebrate the bicentennial of this famous American warship.

Key Selling Points
Relaunch of Stephen Biesty’s best-selling cross-section title, which has sold more
than 400,000 copies, with series sales topping 3.5 million copies.

Translated into 16 languages.

More than a year of illustration time—2,826 hours, or 404 working days—went
into making this book.

Back in print after more than 20 years.

Find the hidden stowaway in every scene.

Awards won through the lifetime of the series include The New York Times Best
Illustrated Book Award in 1993 and The UK Literary Association Children’s Book
Award in 2004. In 2016, Julia Eccleshare of the Guardian chose Biesty’s Cross-
Section books as the best illustrated nonfiction books ever. In 2017, the Institute
of Physical and Chemical Research, Japan, listed Incredible Cross-Sections among
the 100 best science books for children.

New fonts give the 2019 edition a refreshed look.
Previous ISBN

9780241379776 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781564583215 by , , , ,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Mathematics / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 55

9781465481733

8.5 x 10.88 in
128 pages
 DK Children

What's the Point of Math?
By (author) DK
Aug 06, 2019 |  Hardcover $25.99 |

This engaging title explores and explains why math matters instead of just
showing how it works.

Through entertaining challenges and fascinating real-life examples, What’s the
Point of Math? shows fun and fundamental math concepts and how they impact
our lives every single day.

Math-loving youngsters, or those seeking inspiration, see how the fundamentals of
math can be used as tools to be applied to real-life situations. Puzzles and
conundrums train them to think and introduce them to the joy of detecting
patterns and solving problems in the world.

Photographs, illustrations, and diagrams provide an immersive visual approach to
math, and clear steps and checklists explain to readers the knowledge and skills
they are picking up along the way. Feature boxes encourage inquisitive young
mathematicians to try tricks and techniques for themselves to take their
knowledge further. An engaging vocational approach links math with other school
subjects such as history, science, technology, engineering, art, music, and
philosophy, to help curious young readers explore the fundamental principles of
the world around them.

Key Selling Points
This title provides an alternative to formulaic curriculum and classroom-focused
books, by explaining why we do math and how it helps us in everyday life.

Its vocational approach means math intersects with many other school subjects,
such as history, science, technology, engineering, art, music, and philosophy.

Mathematical concepts are introduced as tools that can be used to address
challenges in the world.

Reduces math to its fundamental rules and concepts to effectively communicate
how it can be used in the real world, instead of repeating what is learned in school
by explaining how to do math.

Contains a simple, fresh combination of graphics, photography, and diagrams.

Clear steps and checklists demonstrate the skills gained in solving each puzzle or
problem.

Previous ISBN

9780241343524 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465435750 How to Be Good at Math by DK, Paperback / softback, Jul 05,
2016, $25.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Computers / Programming

Audience range

Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
from 4 - 7

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 20

Reviews

"An encouraging platform for
beginners." — Publisher's Weekly

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 56

9781465477347

7.69 x 9.19 in
224 pages
 DK Children

Coding Projects in Scratch
A Step-by-Step Visual Guide to Coding Your Own Animations, Games,
Simulations, a
By (author) Jon Woodcock
Aug 06, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $25.99 |

A step-by-step visual guide to creating your own projects using Scratch 3.0.

Techy kids will get familiar with Scratch 3.0 using this beginner’s guide to coding.
Difficult coding concepts become fun and easy to understand as budding
programmers build their own projects using Scratch 3.0, the latest software from
the world’s most popular programming language for beginners.

Make a Dino Dance Party or create your own electronic birthday cards. Build
games, simulations, and mind-bending graphics as you discover the awesome
things computer programmers can do with Scratch 3.0.

Coding Projects in Scratch, 2nd Edition uses a visual step-by-step approach to split
complicated code into manageable, easy-to-digest chunks, so that the most
impressive projects become possible.

Suitable for complete beginners, this book will give young readers a solid
understanding of programming, preparing

them to create their very own projects from scratch, and even move on to more
complex programming languages like Python.

Previous ISBN

9781465451422 Coding Projects in Scratch by Jon Woodcock, Paperback /
softback, Jul 05, 2016, $25.99

Comparable Titles

9781465473615 Coding Games in Python by DK, Paperback / softback, Jul 03,
2018, $25.99,

9781465461889 Coding Projects in Python by DK, Paperback / softback, Jun
06, 2017, $25.99,

9781465451422 Coding Projects in Scratch by Jon Woodcock, Paperback /
softback, Jul 05, 2016, $25.99,

9781465439352 Coding Games in Scratch by Jon Woodcock, Paperback /
softback, Dec 01, 2015, $25.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Activity
Books

Audience range

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 20

Reviews

“An absolutely wonderful introduction
to programming games.”—Kirkus
Reviews

“…clear instructions and plenty of
images that make coding just about
foolproof.”—Booklist

“A great resource that pushes Scratch
to the limits of its use and
entertainment.”—School Library
Journal

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 57

9781465477330

7.69 x 9.19 in
224 pages
 DK Children

Coding Games in Scratch
A Step-by-Step Visual Guide to Building Your Own Computer Games
By (author) Jon Woodcock
Aug 06, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $25.99 |

A step-by-step visual guide to building your own computer games using
Scratch 3.0

Scratch 3.0 has landed, so stay ahead of the curve with this fully updated guide for
beginner coders. Kids will love the step-by-step, visual approach that makes even
the most difficult coding concepts fun and easy to understand. Coding Games in
Scratch, 2nd Edition, blends coding theory with the practical task of creating
exciting games. Children learn the fundamentals of computer programming by
seeing how to build their own games.

Coding theory is taught through practical tasks, so young programmers don’t just
learn how computer code works; they learn why it’s done that way. Jumpy Monkey
shows them how to simulate gravity in their games, or they can give Dog’s Dinner a
try to learn about collision detection. Once they’ve zoomed through the book, the
possibilities are endless!

Contributor Bio

Carol Vorderman, MBE, is one of Britain’s best-loved TV hosts and is renowned
for her math skills. She has hosted numerous TV shows on science and technology
from Tomorrow’s World to How 2, and was co-host of Channel’ 4’s Countdown
for 26 years. A Cambridge University engineering graduate, she has a passion for
communication science and technology and a strong interest in coding.

Dr. John Woodcock has a degree in physics from the University of Oxford and a
PhD in computational astrophysics from the University of London. He started
coding at the age of eight and has programmed all kinds of computers, from
single-chip microcontrollers to world-class supercomputers. His many projects
include giant space simulations, research in high-tech companies, and intelligent
robots made from junk. Jon has a passion for science and technology education,
giving talks on space and running computer programming clubs in schools. He has
worked on many science and technology books.

Craig Steele is a specialist in Computing Science education. He is a Project
Manager for CoderDojo Scotland, which runs free coding clubs for young people.
Craig has previously worked for the Raspberry Pi Foundation, Glasgow Science
Centre, and the BBC micro:bit project. Craig’s first computer was a ZX Spectrum.

Key Selling Points
Fully updated for use with Scratch 3.0 (the new version of the Scratch
programming language, which is being rolled out throughout 2018).

Teaches by stealth. Children learn coding skills by making games.

Simple step-by-step explanations make the complex skill of programming clear for
a complete beginner.

Builds from simple explanations of programming fundamentals to more advanced
projects where children can begin to build their own games, apps, and websites.

Blends together theory and practice.

Teaches children about programming using Scratch, the simplest, most widely used
introductory programming language available.

Many popular game genres are covered, from arcade classics to platform games.

Pulls out and explains key coding concepts in separate boxes.

Previous ISBN

9781465439352 Coding Games in Scratch by Jon Woodcock, Paperback /
softback, Dec 01, 2015, $25.99

Comparable Titles

9781465473615 Coding Games in Python by DK, Paperback / softback, Jul 03,
2018, $25.99,

9781465461889 Coding Projects in Python by DK, Paperback / softback, Jun
06, 2017, $25.99,

9781465451422 Coding Projects in Scratch by Jon Woodcock, Paperback /
softback, Jul 05, 2016, $25.99,

9781465439352 Coding Games in Scratch by Jon Woodcock, Paperback /



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Computers / Programming

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 10, Grade (US)
from 2 - 5

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 60

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 58

9781465479280

8.5 x 11 in
40 pages
 DK Children

DK Workbooks

DK Workbooks: Computer Coding with Scratch 3.0
Workbook
By (author) DK
Aug 06, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $7.99 |

Kids will easily learn to code games and projects using Scratch 3.0 with this
coding workbook, perfect for school projects or just for fun.

Download Scratch, a simple and free programming language, and get programming
quickly with DK Workbooks: Computer Coding with Scratch 3.0. It’s the perfect
coding book for beginners or Scratch enthusiasts who want to find out how to use
all the exciting new features, such as new types of blocks and sound effects, of
Scratch 3.0. This new version of Scratch will also let you code and play games on
tablets, and play the games you create on smart phones.

In DK Workbooks: Computer Coding with Scratch 3.0, programming for kids is
broken down clearly and simply, so children will easily learn how to create their
own games, projects, and much more on the screen.

Key Selling Points
A playful hands-on introduction to creating fun games and projects with Scratch

Speaks to a growing global movement to teach children to code while they are
young, cementing lifelong computer literacy

Key concepts are broken down into small, easy-to-understand parts, and copying
code in the workbook ensures learning sticks

Helps develop problem solving and abstract thinking

Shows young coders how to use Scratch 3.0’s new features

Developed in consultation with leading educational experts

Contains at least four colorfully illustrated projects and games to code

Previous ISBN

9780241358634 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465469373 DK Workbooks: Computer Coding with JavaScript Workbook
by DK, Paperback / softback, Feb 06, 2018, $7.99,

9781465426857 DK Workbooks: Computer Coding by DK, Paperback /
softback, Aug 18, 2014, ,

9788854411883 Coding for Kids by Johan Aludden, Hardback, Nov 28, 2017,
$14.95,

9781593277741 Scratch Coding Cards by Natalie Rusk, Cards, Dec 01, 2016,
$28.95,

9781454923312 Code Your Own Games! by Max Wainewright, Hardback, Mar
07, 2017, $14.95,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / People &
Places / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 59

9781465483768

8.5 x 10.88 in
304 pages
 DK Children

VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA

People and Places: A Visual Encyclopedia
By (author) DK
Aug 20, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $25.99 |

Find out all about the people of the world and the cultures that make up our
global community.

From Spaniards to Samoans, the Miao to the Miskitu, this fully updated edition of
DK’s popular People and Places: A Visual Encyclopedia takes you on a worldwide
tour of continents, peninsulas, and islands to discover what life is like for the
billions of people on our planet.

Discover how the Yakut people survive in the Arctic temperatures of Siberia, or
why tattoos are so important to Maori culture. Learn about the Mbendeje people’s
hunting sign language that lets them silently creep up on unsuspecting prey. People
and Places: A Visual Encyclopedia shows you different cultures through
illuminating photography and bite-sized chunks of information.

The perfect companion to geography and culture projects for school-aged children,
this book is a treasure trove of facts and information about the people who make
up our world.

Key Selling Points
Produced in association with the Smithsonian Institution.

An update of the very successful Encyclopedia of People (2003).

A unique cultural encyclopedia that puts people at the forefront.

An informative look at people and cultures from all over the world.

Highly photographic, with exciting, unusual shots of some of the world’s smallest,
most remote cultures.

Explanation of the “global village”—a breakdown of who lives in the world by
shrinking it down to an imaginary village of 100 people.

Large chapters for each continent, subdivided by ethnicity.

Chapter opener spreads give general information about the whole continent in
question.

Shows different people’s cultural history, traditions, and modern economy.
Previous ISBN

9781465481771 People and Places: A Visual Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback,
Aug 20, 2019, $38.99

Comparable Titles

9781465481771 People and Places: A Visual Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback,
Aug 20, 2019, $38.99,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / People &
Places / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Other formats

9781465483768 Paperback /
softback, Trade, , $25.99 CAD

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 60

9781465481771

8.5 x 10.88 in
304 pages
 DK Children

VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA

People and Places: A Visual Encyclopedia
By (author) DK
Aug 20, 2019 |  Hardcover $38.99 |

Find out all about the people of the world and the cultures that make up our
global community.

From Spaniards to Samoans, the Miao to the Miskitu, this fully updated edition of
DK’s popular People and Places: A Visual Encyclopedia takes you on a worldwide
tour of continents, peninsulas, and islands to discover what life is like for the
billions of people on our planet.

Discover how the Yakut people survive in the Arctic temperatures of Siberia, or
why tattoos are so important to Maori culture. Learn about the Mbendeje people’s
hunting sign language that lets them silently creep up on unsuspecting prey. People
and Places: A Visual Encyclopedia shows you different cultures through
illuminating photography and bite-sized chunks of information.

The perfect companion to geography and culture projects for school-aged children,
this book is a treasure trove of facts and information about the people who make
up our world.

Key Selling Points
Produced in association with the Smithsonian Institution.

An update of the very successful Encyclopedia of People (2003).

A unique cultural encyclopedia that puts people at the forefront.

An informative look at people and cultures from all over the world.

Highly photographic, with exciting, unusual shots of some of the world’s smallest,
most remote cultures.

Explanation of the “global village”—a breakdown of who lives in the world by
shrinking it down to an imaginary village of 100 people.

Large chapters for each continent, subdivided by ethnicity.

Chapter opener spreads give general information about the whole continent in
question.

Shows different people’s cultural history, traditions, and modern economy.
Previous ISBN

9780241364420 by , , ,



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Biography & Autobiography /
Women

Audience range

Age (years) from 7, Grade (US) from
2

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 61

9781465483973

5.25 x 7.63 in
128 pages
 DK Children

DK LIFE STORIES

DK Life Stories: Jane Goodall
Illustrated by Charlotte Ager ,  By (author) Libby Romero
Aug 13, 2019 |  Paperback , Trade |  $7.99 |

In this kids biography, discover the inspiring story of Jane Goodall, whose
work with chimpanzees changed the way we understand animals and
ourselves.

Jane Goodall is a pioneer of primatology through her groundbreaking work with
chimpanzees in Africa. When she embarked on her career, women were
discouraged from conducting scientific research, especially when that work meant
living side by side with wild animals. A self-taught scientist, Jane bravely ventured
out into the bush of Tanzania to discover the secret world of chimpanzees. Through
perseverance and perceptive observation, she gained access to these elusive
creatures and discovered that they are not so different from us.

This new biography series from DK goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life
stories of history’s most interesting people. Full-color photographs and hand-
drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully written, age-appropriate text to
create an engaging book children will enjoy reading. Definition boxes, information
sidebars, maps, inspiring quotes, and other nonfiction text features add depth, and
a handy reference section at the back makes this the one biography series every
teacher and librarian will want to collect. Each book also includes an author’s
introduction letter, a glossary, and an index.

Contributor Bio

Author TBC

Literacy Consultant Stephanie Laird is an instructional coach at Mitchellville
Elementary in Mitchellville, Iowa, and is currently serving on the International
Literacy Association’s (ILA) Board of Directors through 2019. She was the 2014
recipient of the ILA Technology and Literacy Award. Stephanie is the President-
Elect of the Iowa Reading Association and was the 2017 Conference Chair of the
Iowa Reading Association’s annual conference. Along with being an ambassador
and advocate for education, literacy, and teacher leadership across her state,
Stephanie was a member of ILA’s Literacy, eLearning, Communication, and
Culture Committee and has contributed to the International Literacy Day
Activity Kit, Literacy Daily, and ReadWriteThink and is the author of the ILA E-
ssentials article “Sharing Student Writing With the World.”

Key Selling Points
Carefully designed features, such as definition boxes, quotes, maps, illustrations,
and more, complement the engaging narrative text. Authors are being carefully
chosen for each book to ensure voice and tone are exactly right.

DK’s original biography series remains beloved in the US. This new series takes
inspiration from the older one, but with new text, new images, and a fresh, modern
styling for today’s young readers.

The story is the driver here. Follow Jane’s tale chapter by chapter as the author
unveils not just the facts, but also what Jane was thinking and feeling - when
appropriate, in her own words.

Full-page quotes and photo galleries scattered throughout the book keep the
momentum going, helping reluctant readers along as they navigate this chaptered
book.

Previous ISBN

9780241377888 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465483980 DK Life Stories: Jane Goodall by Charlotte Ager, Hardback,
Aug 13, 2019, $21.99,

9781465479617 DK Life Stories: Alexander Hamilton by Jim Buckley,
Paperback / softback, Apr 09, 2019, $7.99,

9781465475435 DK Life Stories: Anne Frank by Stephen Krensky, Paperback /
softback, Jan 08, 2019, $7.99,

9781465475701 DK Life Stories: Albert Einstein by Wil Mara, Paperback /
softback, Jan 08, 2019, $7.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Biography & Autobiography /
Women

Audience range

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 62

9781465483980

5.25 x 7.63 in
128 pages
 DK Children

DK LIFE STORIES

DK Life Stories: Jane Goodall
Illustrated by Charlotte Ager ,  By (author) Libby Romero
Aug 13, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

In this kids biography, discover the inspiring story of Jane Goodall, whose
work with chimpanzees changed the way we understand animals and
ourselves.

Jane Goodall is a pioneer of primatology through her groundbreaking work with
chimpanzees in Africa. When she embarked on her career, women were
discouraged from conducting scientific research, especially when that work meant
living side by side with wild animals. A self-taught scientist, Jane bravely ventured
out into the bush of Tanzania to discover the secret world of chimpanzees. Through
perseverance and perceptive observation, she gained access to these elusive
creatures and discovered that they are not so different from us.

This new biography series from DK goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life
stories of history’s most interesting people. Full-color photographs and hand-
drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully written, age-appropriate text to
create an engaging book children will enjoy reading. Definition boxes, information
sidebars, maps, inspiring quotes, and other nonfiction text features add depth, and
a handy reference section at the back makes this the one biography series every
teacher and librarian will want to collect. Each book also includes an author’s
introduction letter, a glossary, and an index.

Contributor Bio

Author TBC

Literacy Consultant Stephanie Laird is an instructional coach at Mitchellville
Elementary in Mitchellville, Iowa, and is currently serving on the International
Literacy Association’s (ILA) Board of Directors through 2019. She was the 2014
recipient of the ILA Technology and Literacy Award. Stephanie is the President-
Elect of the Iowa Reading Association and was the 2017 Conference Chair of the
Iowa Reading Association’s annual conference. Along with being an ambassador
and advocate for education, literacy, and teacher leadership across her state,
Stephanie was a member of ILA’s Literacy, eLearning, Communication, and
Culture Committee and has contributed to the International Literacy Day
Activity Kit, Literacy Daily, and ReadWriteThink and is the author of the ILA E-
ssentials article “Sharing Student Writing With the World.”

Key Selling Points
Carefully designed features, such as definition boxes, quotes, maps, illustrations,
and more, complement the engaging narrative text. Authors are being carefully
chosen for each book to ensure voice and tone are exactly right.

DK’s original biography series remains beloved in the US. This new series takes
inspiration from the older one, but with new text, new images, and a fresh, modern
styling for today’s young readers.

The story is the driver here. Follow Jane’s tale chapter by chapter as the author
unveils not just the facts, but also what Jane was thinking and feeling - when
appropriate, in her own words.

Full-page quotes and photo galleries scattered throughout the book keep the
momentum going, helping reluctant readers along as they navigate this chaptered
book.

Previous ISBN

9781465483973 DK Life Stories: Jane Goodall by Charlotte Ager, Paperback /
softback, Aug 13, 2019, $7.99

Comparable Titles

9781465479600 DK Life Stories: Alexander Hamilton by Jim Buckley,
Hardback, Apr 09, 2019, $21.99,

9781465470294 DK Life Stories: Anne Frank by Stephen Krensky, Hardback,
Jan 08, 2019, $21.99,

9781465474438 DK Life Stories: Albert Einstein by Wil Mara, Hardback, Jan
08, 2019, $21.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
General

Audience range

Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1

DK Canada Juvenile Summer 2019 63

9781465481436

8.5 x 10.88 in
136 pages
 DK Children

DK FIRST REFERENCE

First History Encyclopedia
By (author) DK
Aug 20, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

Key history topics are simply explained in this friendly and informative
reference book.

First History Encyclopedia covers everything a child needs to know about
historical events. It follows the curriculum for grades 1 through 6 and provides a
strong foundation for history learning through the rest of the school years. It’s the
perfect homework help book to support children as they begin to learn about
history.

This history book is part of DK’s best-selling First Reference series. It introduces
exciting areas of history that will get kids hooked on learning about the past,
including the Romans, Ancient Egypt, the Vikings, World War I, and World War II.

Key Selling Points
A classic DK reference with clear, visual explanation.

Solid, reliable handbook written and checked by history curriculum experts.

Helps children come to terms with one of the most important school subjects.

Previous ISBN

9780241366943 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465443465 First Dinosaur Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Jun 14, 2016,
$21.99,

9781465435521 First Animal Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Jun 02, 2015,
$22.99,

9781465435569 First Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Jun 02, 2015, $18.99,

Interiors



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Technology / How Things Work-Are
Made

Audience range

Age (years) from 7 - 10, Grade (US)
from 2 - 5

Other formats

9780756668730

9780756670160

9780756675295

9780756693749

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1
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9781465443496

8.5 x 10.88 in
136 pages
 DK Children

First How Things Work Encyclopedia
By (author) DK
Aug 06, 2019 |  Hardcover $21.99 |

All important STEM topics - from magnets and sound waves to how planes and
cars work - are simply explained in this fun and informative illustrated science
book for elementary schoolers.

First How Things Work Encyclopedia covers everything a child needs to know. It
provides a strong foundation for science and STEM learning for children in Grades
1 through 6, and it’s the perfect homework help book to support children as they
begin to learn about how things work in the world around them.

This book is part of DK’s best-selling First Reference series. It introduces exciting
areas of science that will get kids hooked on learning about how things work,
including your eyes and ears, engines, lightbulbs, laptops, and roller coasters.

Contributor Bio

DK was founded in London in 1974 and is now the world’s leading illustrated
reference publisher and part of Penguin Random House, formed on July 1, 2013.
DK publishes highly visual, photographic nonfiction for adults and children. DK
produces content for consumers in over 87 countries and in 62 languages, with
offices in Delhi, London, Melbourne, Munich, New York, and Toronto. DK’s aim is
to inform, enrich, and entertain readers of all ages, and everything DK publishes,
whether print or digital, embodies the unique DK design approach. DK brings
unrivalled clarity to a wide range of topics with a unique combination of words
and pictures, put together to spectacular effect. We have a reputation for
innovation in design for both print and digital products.   Our adult range spans
travel, including the award-winning DK Eyewitness Travel Guides, history,
science, nature, sport, gardening, cookery, and parenting. DK’s extensive
children’s list showcases a fantastic store of information for children, toddlers,
and babies. DK covers everything from animals and the human body, to
homework help and craft activities, together with an impressive list of licensing
titles, including the bestselling LEGO® books. DK acts as the parent company for
Alpha Books, publisher of the Idiot’s Guides series and Prima Games, video
gaming publishers, as well as the award-winning travel publisher, Rough Guides.

Key Selling Points
A classic DK reference with clear, visual explanation.

Solid, reliable handbook written and checked by experts.

Includes quizzes that encourage children to have fun as they learn.

Previous ISBN

9780756658359 How Things Work Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Dec 28,
2009, $21.99

Comparable Titles

9781465443465 First Dinosaur Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Jun 14, 2016,
$21.99,

9781465435521 First Animal Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Jun 02, 2015,
$22.99,

9781465435569 First Encyclopedia by DK, Hardback, Jun 02, 2015, $18.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Holidays
& Celebrations / General

Audience range

Age (years) from 4 - 6, Grade (US)
from P - 1

Distributor

Random House, Inc.

Availability:

Carton quantity: 1
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9781465483904

9.44 x 9.44 in
48 pages
 DK Children

Celebrations Around the World
By (author) Katy Halford
Aug 27, 2019 |  Hardcover $18.99 |

Join in the celebrations that happen across the globe.

Witness the biggest parade in the world in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, watch dragons
dance at Chinese New Year, dodge a tomato-throwing festival in Spain, and create
all things spooky for Halloween.

Illustrator Katy Halford’s beautiful drawings brings the scenes to life and fun
complementary facts will prompt discussion and laughter between readers.

Contributor Bio

Katy Halford was born in a small village in Leicestershire, England, as has always
loved to draw. She has a degree from Loughborough University in the UK.

Key Selling Points
Celebrations from all over the world are described, introducing readers to various
cultures.

Fascinating facts about festival and celebration.

Beautiful illustrations by Katy Halford.

Perfect inspiration for further reading.

Previous ISBN

9780241376713 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465475725 Around the World in 80 Ways by DK, Hardback, Nov 06,
2018, $18.99,

Interiors

 



DK Canada

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Holidays
& Celebrations / Halloween

Audience range

Age (years) from 2 - 5, Grade (US) to
K

Distributor

Penguin Random House

Availability: Not yet available

Carton quantity: 1
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9781465481597

8.25 x 8.25 in
12 pages
 DK Children

Haunted House
By (author) DK
Aug 06, 2019 |  Board book $18.99 |

This Halloween book for kids is the perfect noisy book for the scariest time of
the year.

Meet a witch, find cats and bats, and fill your Halloween with sound!

Children will improve their motor skills by lifting the door flaps on every spread,
and will love discovering who’s hiding behind each one. Even better, there’s a slider
and sound button on the jacket, which provides extra novelty noisy Halloween fun.

Key Selling Points
A slider on the front jacket.

Flaps on every spread, which encourage a child’s essential creative and motor
skills.

Light activated sounds on every spread.

House-shaped format.

Perfect for Halloween.

Previous ISBN

9780241363201 by , , ,

Comparable Titles

9781465462350 Baby Touch & Feel: Halloween by DK, Board book, Aug 01,
2017, $7.99,

9781465463135 Big Red Barn by DK, Board book, Sep 05, 2017, $18.99,

Interiors
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Follow us on Twitter
@DKCanada

PLACING ORDERS
EDI: PRH SAN 2013975
Toll-free: 1.800.258.4233

Penguin 
Random House
CSOrders@penguinrandomhouse.com
400 Hahn Road, Westminster, 
MD 21157, USA
Toll-free Ph: 1.888.523.9292
Toll-free Fax: 1.888.562.9924

RETURNS

Penguin 
Random House
6971 Columbus Road, 
Mississauga, ON
L5T 1K1   Canada

DK CANADA
320 Front Street West, Suite 1400 
Toronto, Ontario  M5V 3B6
Ph: 416.364.4449
Fax: 416.598.7764
Toll Free: 1.800.668.4247
Email: general.dkcanada@dk.com

SALES

nat i o n a l  ac c o u n t s 
Rebecca Richardson, Vice President
Email: Rebecca.Richardson@dk.com

sP e c i a l  ma R k e t s

Wade Ivan, Special Markets Manager
Email: Wade.Ivan@dk.com

ma R k e t i n g

Chris Houston, Marketing Director
Email: Chris.Houston@dk.com

ge n e R a l  in f o R m at i o n

Colleen Evans
Email: Colleen.Evans@dk.com

Contact your sales representative for 
information on terms of sale and returns policy:

WESTERN CANADA
amPeRsand canada’s 
Book & gift agencY inc.
2440 Viking Way, Richmond, BC  V6V 1N2
Ph: 604.448.7111
Fax: 604.448.7118
Toll-free Ph: 1.800.561.8583
Toll-free Fax: 1.888.323.7118

BR i t i s H  co l u m B i a , al B e Rta
& Yu k o n
Ali Hewitt
Ph: 604.448.7166
Email: alih@ampersandinc.ca

Dani Farmer
Ph: 604.448.7168
Email: danif@ampersandinc.ca

Jessica Price
Ph: 604.448.7170
Email: jessicap@ampersandinc.ca

VancouVeR island

Lorna MacDonald
Ph: 250.382.1058 / Fax: 888.323.7118
Email: lornam@ampersandinc.ca

alBeRta, manitoBa,  saskatcHewan
& noRtHwest teRRitoRies 

Judy Parker 
Ph: 204.837.4374 / Fax: 866.276.2599
Email: judyp@ampersandinc.ca

EASTERN  CANADA
amPeRsand canada’s 
Book & gift agencY inc.
Suite 213, 321 Carlaw Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario  M4M 2S1
Ph: 416.703.0666
Fax: 416.703.4745
Toll-free Ph: 866.736.5620
Toll-free Fax: 866.849.3819

on ta R i o  /  nu n aV u t
Saffron Beckwith President
Ph: 416.703.0666 – Ext 124
Email: saffronb@ampersandinc.ca

Morgen Young
Ph: 416.703.0666 – Ext 128
Email: morgeny@ampersandinc.ca

Laureen Cusack 
Ph: 416.703.0666 – Ext 120
Email: laureenc@ampersandinc.ca

Vanessa Di Gregorio
Ph: 416.703.0666 – Ext 122
Email: vanessad@ampersandinc.ca

Laura MacDonald
Ph: 416.703.0666 – Ext 122
Email: lauram@ampersandinc.ca

Jenny Enriquez
Ph: 416.703.0666 – Ext 126
Email: jennye@ampersandinc.ca

Evette Sintichakis
Ph: 416.703.0666 – Ext 121
Email: evettes@ampersandinc.ca

QueBec & at l a n t i c  PR o V i n c e s
Jenny Enriquez
Ph: 416.703.0666 – Ext 126
Fax: 416.703.4745
Toll-free Ph: 1.866.736.5620
Email: jennye@ampersandinc.ca
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